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Abstract
Highly fuel-efficient aircraft designs often suffer from undesired aeroelastic ef-
fects, or more specifically, from interactions of structural dynamics and aerody-
namics that can cause large structural loads or even instabilities. To counteract
these adverse effects, active control of critical aeroelastic modes during flight
is becoming increasingly important. To this end, more and more sensors and
control surfaces are installed on aircraft, enabling an improved controller per-
formance at the cost of a more complicated design.
In this thesis, two novel modal control approaches for linear time-invariant
systems are developed which are based on blending, i.e., weighting and sum-
ming up, of control inputs and measurement outputs. In doing so, the original
multivariable control problem for controlling a specific targeted mode is reduced
to a “single-input single-output” one. In the first approach, input and output
blending vectors are computed such that controllability and observability of the
targeted mode are maximized in terms of the H2 norm. The second control
approach searches for blending vectors which allow the poles of the targeted
mode to be shifted to desired locations in the complex plane with a minimum
static feedback gain. In both approaches, the respective blending vector design
problem is formulated as an unconstrained optimization problem of a single
variable. This means that controller synthesis becomes independent of the num-
ber of actual inputs and outputs. Taking into account explicit mode decoupling
constraints, it is ensured that the residual system dynamics are not affected and
that each targeted mode can be controlled independently. To further consider
actuator constraints like saturation or faults, an enhancement of the proposed
control approaches is presented making use of real-time control allocation.
The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed control methods are val-
idated based on three realistic aeroelastic systems. In the first application, a
large transport aircraft is considered for which the structural loads during gust
encounters are reduced by actively damping the first two wing bending modes.
In the second application, a flutter suppression controller is designed to in-
crease the operational velocity range of an unmanned aerial vehicle by stabiliz-
ing undesired interactions of structural dynamics and aerodynamics. The third
application considers an experimental flexible wing for which a gust load al-
leviation controller is designed taking into account actuator constraints. The
great potential of the proposed control approaches is not only demonstrated by
comprehensive linear and nonlinear simulations but also confirmed in extensive
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R field of real numbers
R≥0 field of non-negative real numbers
R>0 field of positive real numbers
R≤0 field of non-positive real numbers
R<0 field of negative real numbers
R 6=0 field of real numbers without zero
Rn×m set of n-by-m matrices with elements in R
C field of complex numbers
Cn×m set of n-by-m matrices with elements in C
j imaginary number defined as the solution of j2 = −1
s Laplace variable
I identity matrix of adequate dimension
0 zero matrix of adequate dimension
XT transpose of a matrix X
XH Hermitian transpose of a matrix X
X−1 inverse of a matrix X
ẋ derivative of a function x with respect to time
<(x) real part of x
=(x) imaginary part of x
|x| absolute value of x
‖x‖2 2-norm of x
‖x‖H2 H2 norm of x
‖x‖F Frobenius norm of x
diag (x) diagonal matrix with the elements of vector x on its diagonal
 end of proof




DLM doublet lattice method
DOF degrees of freedom
FE finite element
FFT fast Fourier transformation
GLA gust load alleviation
IMU inertial measurement unit





RMS root mean square
SISO single-input single-output
SVD singular value decomposition
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
WRBM wing root bending moment
e.g. for example (exempli gratia)





In order to allow for a more economic and environmentally friendly operation of
aircraft, fuel savings are imperative. In this regard, the enormous progress over
the past decades is depicted in Figure 1.1 [68], showing a continuous decrease
in fuel consumption of commercial airliners. For example, Airbus claims a 25 %
lower fuel burn of its latest aircraft family, the A350, when compared with
previous-generation aircraft [2]. Another example manifesting this trend is the
promise of Boeing to reduce fuel consumption by another 10 % with their new
777X aircraft [20], whose maiden flight took place recently.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of fuel consumption of commercial aircraft [68, 80]. The
error bar for each aircraft comprises different configurations.
1
1 Introduction
Apart from extensive advancements in propulsion technologies, this trend in
fuel consumption is largely driven by improvements in aerodynamic efficiency
and structural weight reduction [68]. Thereby, composite materials and tailored
structures play a key role, allowing for lightweight wing designs which feature a
high aspect ratio for a reduced aerodynamic drag. However, these high-aspect-
ratio wings, i.e., slender wings of large span, often suffer from an increased
flexibility and adverse couplings of structural dynamics and aerodynamics. This
coupling is generally known as aeroelasticity [24] and considered as one of the
major challenges in improving aircraft performance [93]. One example of such
adverse aeroelastic effects are lightly damped oscillations which are easily ex-
citable, e.g., by external disturbances like gusts or by control surface deflections
commanded by the (auto)pilot. As a result, structural loads are typically in-
creased, and passenger comfort and handling qualities are often degraded. In
extreme cases, such couplings can even lead to phenomena like flutter, diver-
gence, or buffeting, which are instabilities and inherently yield structural dam-
age [17]. To counteract these adverse aeroelastic effects and the resulting design
limitations, active control technology is increasingly used [32, 152]. This comes
along with several new challenges for control engineers [94]. Within this thesis,
these challenges are explicitly addressed and control approaches are developed
which seek to meet them.
1.1 Control of Aeroelastic Systems
Over the past decades, a large variety of control systems for aeroelastic vehicles
have been developed and successfully implemented in series as summarized,
e.g., in [94, 109, 132]. One of the first prominent examples is the Rockwell
B-1 Lancer, for which a structural mode control system has been developed
back in the 1970s to suppress undesired vibrations in the cockpit [168]. Since a
simplified aeroelastic model resembling the B-1 aircraft dynamics is nowadays
freely available [144], it has become subject to many research studies such as
[60, 153]. Another example is a comfort enhancement system implemented on
the Airbus A330 and A340 aircraft, which increases the damping of the fuselage
during turbulence using the rudder and the elevators [62, 132]. Besides that,
control functions for reducing structural loads during turbulence and maneuvers
are nowadays standard for large transport aircraft such as the Airbus A380
or the Boeing 787 [132]. A further, rather recent example is the Boeing 747-8
aircraft, where limit cycle oscillations are actively suppressed using the outboard
ailerons [35]. The Boeing 747-8 received special attention since this can be seen
as an active flutter suppression, which has not been certified on a commercial
airliner ever before.
2
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1.1.1 Challenges in Control of Aeroelastic Systems
In the early years, aeroelastic control was mainly used to mitigate design prob-
lems such as the undesired vibrations of the B-1 Lancer. In contrast, nowadays,
it is aimed at including active control technology from the onset of the air-
craft design process [92, 124, 149]. This enables, for instance, weight-optimized
aircraft designs by incorporating the beneficial effects of control functions like
active load alleviation. The effectiveness of the control system, in turn, depends
on the number and type of control surfaces and measurements, which are fur-
ther parameters to be optimized during aircraft design. Thereby, advances in
actuation and sensing technologies provide new possibilities in improving the
performance and reliability of the control system and thus the overall aircraft.
For instance, sophisticated sensors like micro-electro-mechanical accelerometers
or fiber optical sensors enable a large number of highly accurate measurements
at low cost [4, 83]. Similarly, smart materials based on, e.g., smart memory
alloys or piezoelectric ceramics allow for a fast and precise control of aircraft
structures [15, 111]. An example of a promising concept is the variable camber
continuous trailing edge flap (VCCTEF) [111, 113], which is depicted in Fig-
ure 1.2. The VCCTEF features numerous span-wise flaps, where each flap itself
consists of three chord-wise segments, allowing for a targeted control of the wing
shape and thus the local lift, drag, and loads. Increasing the number of control
effectors and measurements, however, generally complicates controller design
and requires sophisticated synthesis methods with dedicated tuning capabili-
ties. Additionally, advanced control techniques are required to take advantage
of possible actuator and sensor redundancies in case of failure or saturation.
Figure 1.2: The variable camber continuous trailing edge flap (VCCTEF) con-
cept, consisting of 42 individually controllable segments [112].
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For a sophisticated control design, a thorough modeling of the complex cou-
pling of structural dynamics and aerodynamics is required. To that end, the
structural dynamics and aerodynamics are usually modeled separately and af-
terwards interconnected as depicted in Figure 1.3. Both models are commonly
derived using methods based on discretization [17] and are generally of large
order, especially when considering unsteady aerodynamics and complex aircraft
structures [80, 152]. On top of that, the dynamics of an aeroelastic system usu-
ally depend on parameters like the velocity of the surrounding airflow or the
aircraft mass, which can change substantially during flight. And even though
great progress in aeroelastic modeling has been made over the years, model-
ing accuracy especially of the aerodynamics is still limited. Hence, aeroelas-









Figure 1.3: Aeroelasticity, described as a feedback interconnection of structural
dynamics and aerodynamics.
Taking a closer look at the considered control problem, i.e., the mitigation
of adverse aeroelastic effects, it can often be seen as a modal control problem.
This is due to the fact that most adverse aeroelastic effects can be character-
ized by individual modes which are unstable or feature an insufficient damping.
When controlling these critical aeroelastic modes, it is commonly desired to
leave the remaining system dynamics unaffected. This involves, for instance, the
rigid-body dynamics of the aircraft, which are typically controlled separately, or
other non-critical aeroelastic modes. In highly optimized aircraft designs, how-
ever, aeroelastic modes and also rigid-body dynamics are often tightly spaced
in frequency, which certainly complicates a targeted mode control.
1.1.2 Control Concepts for Aeroelastic Systems
To cope with the described challenges in aeroelastic control, a great variety
of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control approaches has been applied. An
overview of different aeroelastic control applications is given, e.g., in [93, 109,
152], where the used control methods and design procedures are reviewed as
follows.
4
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Specifically controlling the modes of a system or placing its poles is gen-
erally known as modal control, a term first introduced by Rosenbrock in the
1960s [137]. When all states are measured, an arbitrary pole placement can be
achieved by a static feedback of the system’s states, see, e.g., [1, 136, 137]. If
state measurements are not possible, state observation methods are commonly
applied, introducing additional dynamics into the control system [95, 120]. A
different approach is to formulate the closed-loop specifications in terms of the
H2 or H∞ norm, which is then minimized during controller synthesis [33, 169].
The resulting controller commonly has the same order as the synthesis model
augmented with tunable weighting filters to impose the closed-loop specifica-
tions. This means that if the number of inputs and outputs increases, typically
the controller order and the number of free tuning parameters also increases. In
practice, however, low-order controllers which are easy to tune are desired or
even necessary for numerically stable controller design and tuning. To keep the
controller order low, model order reduction routines are often applied on the
synthesis model or the controller itself [105, 142], whereby closed-loop guaran-
tees are commonly lost. As an alternative, structured controller design directly
optimizes the controller gains [7, 73]. Thereby, the challenge is to choose an
adequate controller structure with a minimum number of free parameters and
find a satisfactory solution to the generally non-convex design problem. In this
respect, the simplest controller structure certainly consists of static feedback
gains, for what numerous dedicated synthesis algorithms exist [141], but which
commonly also suffer from a bad scaling with the number of inputs and outputs
[150]. Another technique is to decentralize the control design process and im-
plement multiple independent controllers [11, 27], which often leads to a limited
overall controller performance. A famous approach of this category is collocated
control [13, 121], where easily tunable single-input single-output (SISO) loops
are created by connecting nearby actuators and sensors.
Besides an increasing number of inputs and outputs, aeroelastic controller de-
sign also needs to deal with the limited accuracy of aeroelastic models and their
parameter-varying nature. One way of doing that is to consider a set of models
instead of a single model for controller design, which is also known as multi-
model controller design [6, 14]. The challenge thereby is to select an adequate
set of models optimally reflecting the entire parameter space and uncertainties,
where it is noted that closed-loop guarantees are only given for the selected
models. A more systematic approach is robust control or µ-synthesis, where un-
certainties and parameter variations of bounded magnitude can be considered
in an integrated way [118, 170]. The resulting controllers are often conserva-
tive [16], which may be evaded by introducing gain-scheduling in dependence
of known varying parameters [87]. Thereby, the well-known linear parameter-
varying (LPV) framework provides a large body of theoretical results for per-
formance and stability guarantees not only at chosen design points but also
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in between [147, 165]. In practice, however, computational complexity for LPV
controller synthesis scales badly with the order of the model and requires ad-
vanced model order reduction techniques to be applicable to aeroelastic systems
[43, 108, 157].
To enable a maximum reliability and performance of the control system, also
actuator constraints such as faults or saturation need to be considered. This
may be achieved by exploiting the versatility of the LPV framework [37, 166],
e.g., by introducing a so-called saturation indicator as a scheduling variable.
Other prominent approaches for coping with actuator constraints include con-
trol allocation [34, 72] or model predictive control [44, 107]. In both approaches,
a constrained optimization problem is solved at each sampling instance, which
generally limits the size of the problem to be solved. Last but not least, the vast
field of adaptive and artificial intelligence control methods provides promising
approaches for dealing with uncertain and changing system dynamics [8, 140].
In aerospace industry, however, high costs of extensive in-flight tests and certi-
fication requirements reflecting the high safety demands still hinder their broad
application [93].
1.2 Blending-based Modal Control
The issues with the discussed control approaches call for breaking down the
original control problem into smaller ones which can then be solved using com-
mon tools that do not scale up well. Thereby, a promising approach is to reduce
the complexity of the control problem by introducing virtual inputs and virtual
outputs. The virtual inputs and outputs are computed from the actual control
inputs and measurement outputs, and are commonly dedicated to a specific con-
trol goal. By dedicating the virtual inputs and outputs to a specific control goal,
the subsequent controller design is typically greatly facilitated since it becomes
independent of the number of actual inputs and outputs. The corresponding
control approach has been denoted as virtual control [113], where also other de-
notations exist depending on the method used or the actual control objective,
see Chapter 2 for more details.
In this thesis, the virtual input and output signals are computed via frequency-
independent linear transformations, or in other words, by blending control in-
puts and measurement outputs. Hence, the term blending-based control is intro-
duced and used throughout the thesis, where the general idea of blending-based
control is depicted in Figure 1.4. Considering modal control problems such as
the mitigation of adverse aeroelastic effects, it is proposed herein to generate
virtual inputs and outputs which are dedicated to the modes to be controlled.
As a result, each targeted mode can be controlled by a separate SISO controller,
which is typically of low order and hence can easily be tuned and gain-scheduled.
6
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For the design of the corresponding input and output blending vectors or ma-
trices, the goal is to decouple the targeted modes not only from the remaining
system dynamics but also from each other. Furthermore, it is desired that the
blending of inputs and outputs maintains a maximum controllability and ob-
servability of the targeted modes. This allows for decreasing the feedback gains
of the individual SISO controllers and thereby minimizes actuator action and
increases robustness. The overall order of the resulting controller follows from
the individual orders of the SISO controllers, which can typically be tuned on
the full-order model. Thus, performance losses or stability issues due to model











Figure 1.4: Blending-based feedback control.
1.3 Main Contributions
The present thesis addresses control problems arising from highly fuel-efficient
aircraft configurations that suffer from undesired interactions of structural dy-
namics and aerodynamics. Thereby, a major challenge is to specifically control
individual critical modes out of a large number of modes using an increasing
number of control inputs and measurement outputs. To tackle this problem,
two novel modal control methods are developed in this thesis which are based
on blending control inputs and measurement outputs. In doing so, the original
MIMO control problem is reduced to a SISO control problem, whereby con-
troller design and tuning is greatly facilitated. The contributions of this thesis
are divided into theoretical and practical contributions. The theoretical contri-
butions refer to the mathematical background of the respective control methods
and the practical contributions comprise the validation of the proposed control
methods on realistic aeroelastic applications.
The first major theoretical contribution is a control method which is based on
an H2-optimal blending of inputs and outputs for controlling a specific mode.
Thereby, theH2 norm is considered as a measure for the combined controllability
and observability of the targeted mode. Hence, maximizing the H2 norm in
blending vector design allows reducing the feedback gains in subsequent SISO
7
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controller design. To efficiently compute the corresponding blending vectors, a
new theorem for determining the H2 norm of an individual mode is derived in
Section 3.2.2. The theorem does not require to solve any Lyapunov equation
and is considered as the second major contribution of this thesis. Additionally,
the H2-optimal blending approach is generalized to also consider unstable or
undamped modes, for which the H2 norm is not defined. The overall H2-optimal
blending approach is described in Section 3.2 and was published in [126].
The third major theoretical contribution refers to a blending-based control
approach for placing the pole or conjugate complex pole pair of an individual
mode at a predefined location. Thereby, the desired pole shift is achieved by
feeding back blended outputs to blended inputs with a static gain of minimal
magnitude. This requires that the blending of inputs and outputs generates a
SISO loop with a desirable root locus along which the targeted poles are moved.
The resulting feedback controller is static and of rank one since it consists of
the input and output blending vectors scaled by the static feedback gain. The
blending-based pole placement approach is described in Section 3.3 and was
published in [129].
Both control approaches are developed considering only a single mode but are
generalized for controlling multiple modes. To that end, different methods for
decoupling the targeted modes from each other as well as from the residual sys-
tem dynamics are proposed in Section 3.4. The decoupling methods are based
on either the frequency or the shape of the modes to be decoupled, where the
former is included in SISO controller design and the latter in blending vector
design. Furthermore, both blending vector design problems are formulated as
unconstrained optimization problems of a single variable, regardless of whether
mode decoupling is enforced or not. This means that controller synthesis be-
comes independent of the number of actual inputs and outputs, which makes
the proposed control approaches especially attractive for systems with a large
number of inputs and outputs.
Another main theoretical contribution is the consideration of actuator con-
straints such as faults or saturation in blending-based control laws. For this
purpose, the virtual inputs are distributed to the actual control inputs in real-
time by making use of a dynamic control allocation. The corresponding control
allocation problem is formulated as a convex optimization problem that aims at
maintaining nominal controller performance as effectively as possible without
exceeding actuator limitations. In that way, actuator redundancy is optimally
exploited allowing for increasing not only the reliability of the control system
but also its performance. The proposed augmentation of a blending-based con-
trol law with dynamic control allocation is described in Section 3.5 and was
published in [115].
In order to demonstrate the practical relevance of the theoretical contribu-
tions, the proposed control methods are validated on three realistic aeroelastic
8
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applications. As a first application, a large transport aircraft is considered for
which the structural loads during gust encounters are reduced by actively damp-
ing the first two wing bending modes. Both the H2-optimal blending and the
blending-based pole placement approach are applied in order to demonstrate
and compare their strengths and weaknesses. During the design of both con-
trollers, special care is taken not to affect any other modes, especially not the
ones associated with the rigid-body motions since they are controlled separately.
For the given active damping control problem, concrete guidelines for tuning the
two different controllers are given by introducing a single tuning parameter for
each mode to be damped. Both controllers are thoroughly tested using standard-
ized gust simulations and show similarly good load alleviation capabilities. The
promising simulation results and general design procedure of the two blending-
based controllers are described in Section 5.1. Preliminary results were published
in [123], where the H2-optimal blending approach is applied to a derivative of
the considered large transport aircraft.
In the second application, a flutter suppression controller is designed to ex-
tend the operational velocity range of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) by
stabilizing undesired interactions of structural dynamics and aerodynamics. To
that end, the generalized H2-optimal blending approach is used, proving its ap-
plicability also to unstable systems. The effectiveness of the derived controller is
thoroughly evaluated in nonlinear simulations including also the primary flight
control system. The overall controller design procedure for active flutter sup-
pression and the corresponding simulation results are described in Section 5.2
and were published in [128].
The third and final application considers an experimental flexible wing for
which a gust load alleviation controller is designed taking into account actuator
constraints. This is achieved by actively damping the first wing bending mode
using the H2-optimal blending approach in combination with the proposed con-
trol allocation. The gust load alleviation controller is successfully validated in
extensive wind tunnel tests including a variety of gust excitations at multiple
airspeeds, and different actuator saturation and fault scenarios. The controller
design procedure and the experimental results are described in Section 5.3 and
were published in [86, 115, 127].
In all three applications, the respective blending-based controllers are de-
signed on full-scale aeroelastic models, which are of large order by nature. The
direct use of high-order models is enabled by splitting up controller design into a
blending vector design and a SISO controller design, two separate but less com-
plex problems. Furthermore, in the latter two applications, overall controller
performance is increased by scheduling the gains of the respective SISO con-
trollers. This proves that blending-based control opens up new possibilities for
a gain-scheduled controller design, which can quickly become challenging for




The structure of the thesis is given as follows and illustrated in Figure 1.5. In
Chapter 2, the idea of blending-based control is detailed and existing blending
methods are reviewed and categorized. In Chapter 3, preliminaries on modal
control are given and the two different blending vector design methods for
controlling individual modes are developed. The corresponding blending vector
computation algorithms are compactly summarized to allow for a direct applica-
tion and system-theoretical special cases are discussed. Additionally, numerical
examples are given for a better understanding and for illustrating important
aspects of each blending method. Moreover, advanced extensions for blending-
based control laws are proposed to systematically handle spillover effects and
actuator constraints.
In the latter part of the thesis, the developed blending-based control ap-
proaches are validated on three different aeroelastic systems: a large transport
aircraft, an unmanned aerial vehicle, and a flexible wing in a wind tunnel. To
that end, the corresponding aeroelastic systems are first modeled using the
approach described in Chapter 4. The actual controller design and validation
procedure for stabilizing or damping critical aeroelastic modes is then described
in Chapter 5. This includes a thorough evaluation of the performance of each
control law by means of comprehensive simulations and, for the flexible wing,
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5.1 Gust Load Alleviation for
Large Transport Aircraft
5.2 Flutter Suppression for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
5.3 Control of Highly Flexible
Wing in Wind Tunnel
5 Conclusions
Figure 1.5: Dependency graph of thesis chapters.
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2 Background and Review on Blending
Techniques
In this chapter, the blending-based control concept introduced in Section 1.2 is








Figure 2.1: Feedback interconnection of blending-based controller K(s) and
plant G(s).
In blending-based control, a virtual output vy,i is generated by blending the
actual measurements y using an output blending vector ky,i ∈ Rny . Or more




where the output blending matrix Ky = [ky,1 · · · ky,ni ] collects the correspond-
ing output blending vectors ky,i , i = 1, .., ni. Similarly, a virtual input vu,j is
distributed to the actual control inputs u by means of an input blending vec-
tor ku,j ∈ Rnu . Considering multiple virtual inputs vu =
[
vu,1 · · · vu,nj
]T
, the
actual control inputs are computed as
u = Kuvu ,
where the input blending matrix Ku =
[
ku,1 · · · ku,nj
]
collects the correspond-
ing input blending vectors ku,j , j = 1, .., nj . By means of the generated virtual
inputs and outputs, the design of a “simplified” control law Λ(s) is enabled.
Thereby, “simplified” may refer to, e.g., a diagonal controller structure or a re-
duced number of inputs and outputs of Λ(s). The overall feedback controller is





2 Background and Review on Blending Techniques
Herein, the input and output blendings are considered to be real-valued, i.e.,
static matrices, which may restrict achievable controller performance. Replac-
ing Ku and Ky by dynamic filters, however, introduces additional degrees of
freedom. This contradicts the general idea of facilitating the control design pro-
cedure for multivariable systems. Hence, in the following literature review, only
static blending approaches are considered, which are classified according to the
following principal objectives:
• reduction of inputs and outputs
• decoupling of inputs and outputs
• isolation of system dynamics.
All three objectives are considered to simplify the subsequent controller design
and are discussed as follows. Note that most of the reviewed methods are not
known as blending methods but can be seen as suchlike. Respective dynamic
blending approaches are well summarized and documented in, e.g., [91, 158].
Reduction of Inputs and Outputs
In control design, corresponding tuning parameters are often associated with the
control inputs and measurement outputs of the underlying system. This allows,
for instance, to weight the usage of individual actuators or the importance of
a single measurement. However, for systems with a large number of control
inputs or measurement outputs, the tuning of the corresponding weights may
become cumbersome. Hence, generating a reduced number of virtual inputs and
virtual outputs and using them for controller design offers a great possibility to
facilitate controller design and tuning.
One of the most basic blending approaches is to use polynomials for generating
the virtual inputs or virtual outputs. Thereby, the coefficients of the chosen
polynomial are considered as the virtual inputs or outputs and the indeterminate
is associated with the actual control input or measurement output, respectively.
To illustrate this, the following example is given.
Example 2.1. Considering the coefficients vu,1, vu,2 and vu,3 of a quadratic
polynomial as virtual inputs, the ith control input as
ui = vu,1 + vu,2 i+ vu,3 i
2,
where indeterminate i reflects the index of the respective control input. The
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and allows controlling an arbitrary large number of control inputs ui , i = 1, .., ni
by a reduced number of virtual inputs vu,j , j = 1, 2, 3. 4
To also take into account the spatial location of the corresponding actuators
or sensors, multivariate polynomials can be used with each indeterminate rep-
resenting a different spatial direction. In [113], virtual control inputs based on
Fourier series are introduced for wing shape control, where both the span- and
chord-wise actuator locations are taken into account. Since the considered wing
cannot be deformed arbitrarily, the deflection difference of neighboring actuators
is physically limited, which can be ensured by choosing a sufficiently small poly-
nomial degree. Other similar approaches are described in [21] and [134], where
virtual control inputs are generated using Chebyshev and Bernstein polynomi-
als, respectively. However, these types of polynomials do not consider any control
objective and thus, achievable controller performance is typically limited.
As a remedy, [122] proposes to blend control inputs based on the control
objective formulated in terms of dedicated transfer channels. To that end, a
balancing state space transformation is performed, where the obtained Hankel
singular values are used as a measure for selecting an adequate number of vir-
tual inputs. This is very useful since both controller complexity and achievable
performance generally increase with the number of virtual inputs and hence
need to be carefully balanced.
Decoupling of Inputs and Outputs
Apart from reducing the number of inputs and outputs, blending can also be
used to diagonalize the whole underlying MIMO system such that each vir-
tual input controls a single virtual output. This assumes that the underly-
ing system, and the input and output blending matrices are quadratic, i.e.,
nu = ny = ni = nj . In the ideal case, the blending of inputs and outputs yields
the diagonal system KTy G(s)Ku = diag ([g1(s) . . . gni (s)]) . Thereby, each de-
coupled subsystem gi(s), i = 1, .., ni can be individually controlled by a separate
SISO controller. Quadratic MIMO systems which can be perfectly diagonalized
are called dyadic, where corresponding blending matrices can be directly com-
puted, e.g., by the algorithm proposed in [116]. In general, however, a perfect
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diagonalization is not possible and only an approximation with dominating di-
agonal elements can be achieved.
One of the most basic approaches to approximately diagonalize a quadratic
system is to scale control inputs and measurement outputs [101]. The resulting
blending matrices are diagonal, which usually limits decoupling accuracy since
input and output signals are not blended but only weighted.
A more advanced approach, denoted as approximate commutative control [97],
blends inputs and outputs based on the eigenvectors of the frequency response at
a certain frequency ω0. Thereby, the so-called ALIGN procedure [82] is applied to
obtain real-valued approximations of the generally complex-valued eigenvectors.
However, the quality of the overall system decoupling greatly depends on the
choice of the frequency ω0 and may only be accurate in the vicinity of ω0. To
select an optimal ω0 which maximizes decoupling accuracy, [158] formulates a
corresponding optimization problem using µ-analysis. Alternatively, [98] extends
the ALIGN procedure to consider not only a single but multiple frequencies.
Another approach is the approximate reversed frame normalization [66], which
uses singular value decomposition (SVD) instead of eigendecomposition for de-
coupling inputs and outputs. Thereby, the complex-valued singular vectors are
approximated based on a so-called quasi-Nyquist decomposition which adds the
phase information of the singular vectors to the singular values. In comparison
to approximate commutative control, the approximate reversed frame normaliza-
tion generally achieves a better numerical stability and is less sensitive to noise
in the frequency response. In [64], optimality of the so-called SVD controllers
in terms of H2-, H∞- and µ-optimal control is investigated for a special class
of systems which can be decomposed as G(s) = UΣ(s)V. Thereby, U and V
are unitary real-valued matrices and Σ(s) describes a diagonal transfer function
matrix. The results of [64] have been generalized and extended in [160], where
blended inputs and outputs may not only be decoupled but also reduced in
number.
In pseudo-diagonalization [98], the entries of the blending matrices are di-
rectly optimized to yield a diagonal dominance at multiple frequencies. The re-
sulting mathematical problem of simultaneously diagonalizing a set of matrices
may be solved using a Jacobi iteration when formulating it as an simultane-
ous generalized Schur decomposition [28]. Blending only inputs or only outputs
yields simplified optimization problems, which can be formulated as linear ma-
trix inequalities (LMIs) [23] or even be solved analytically [57]. Besides that, the
achievable performance of the subsequently designed SISO controllers may also
be considered in the optimization problem. This is proposed, e.g., in [158], where
a non-convex optimization problem is formulated based on the µ-interaction
measure given in [52].
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Isolation of System Dynamics
A slightly different but similar objective for blending vector design is to isolate
the system dynamics of interest in order to control them without affecting the
rest of the system. Again, the goal is to obtain a diagonal system KTy G(s)Ku =
diag
([
g1(s) . . . gnj (s)
])
, where the isolated SISO subsystems gj (s), j = 1, .., nj
describe the system dynamics to be actively controlled. This means that Ku and
Ky feature the same number of columns, i.e., the number of generated virtual
inputs and virtual outputs is equal but may vary from the number of the actual
inputs and outputs.
In the ideal case, a full mode decoupling can be achieved, i.e., each mode can
be controlled by a separate SISO controller. This, however, requires a sufficient
number of suitable control inputs and measurement outputs as stated in the
necessary conditions formulated in [67]. A corresponding control approach is
the independent modal space control [104], which is based on matrix inversion
and developed for controlling flexible structures. However, note that flexible
structures generally feature an infinite number of modes and hence, with a
finite number of actuators and sensors only a finite number of modes can be
controlled. Another similar blending approach is presented in [45] and extended
in [42], where modal actuators and sensors are designed for controlling individual
flexible modes. Besides, the blending of inputs and outputs may also be used to
isolate the rigid-body modes of mechanical systems like, e.g., a levitated beam
[145] or a robot [29].
In case it is desired to decouple one part of the system dynamics from the
other, corresponding blending approaches are presented in [9] and [10]. Both ap-
proaches formulate the blending vector design problem in terms of LMIs, where
the input and output blending vectors are computed separately in an iterative
way. One specific goal thereby is to control a single mode M(s) without affecting
the rest of the system G(s). In other words, the goal for designing the input
and output blending vectors ku and ky is to isolate M(s) from G(s) such that
kTy G(s)ku ≈ kTy M(s)ku . This may be achieved by directly using the shape of
the targeted mode as blending vectors as proposed by [63]. Another approach
is modal isolation and damping for adaptive aeroservoelastic suppression (MI-
DAAS) [26], which computes input and output blending vectors by different
methods in an iterative way and directly provides a static gain feedback con-
troller of rank one. The MIDAAS approach has been successfully validated in
real-time piloted simulations [26] and flight test experiments [25, 81] with goal to
increase modal damping of lightly damped or even unstable aeroelastic modes.
The same goal of controlling individual aeroelastic modes is followed in this
thesis. To that end, two new blending vector design approaches are developed
in the following chapter, focusing on a joint design of the interdependent input
and output blending vectors.
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3 Blending of Inputs and Outputs for Modal
Control
In this chapter, two novel blending methods for individual mode control are de-
veloped based on the initially discussed preliminaries. The first blending method
aims at emphasizing the targeted mode by maximizing its controllability and ob-
servability in terms of the H2 norm. The second method aims at blending inputs
and outputs such that a desired pole shift is enabled with a static gain feedback
of minimum magnitude. Both methods focus on controlling individual modes
respectively poles, and allow taking into account spillover effects from residual
modes. Additionally, an extension to handle actuator constraints is developed
which is based on real-time control allocation.
3.1 Preliminaries
The preliminaries given in this section start with modal decomposition of linear
time-invariant (LTI) systems. Subsequently, methods for assessing controllabil-
ity and observability of individual modes are discussed. Eventually, the general
modal control approach followed in this thesis is introduced.
3.1.1 Modal Decomposition of LTI Systems















where Â ∈ Rnx×nx , B̂ ∈ Rnx×nu , Ĉ ∈ Rny×nx , D ∈ Rny×nu . In case D = 0, the
LTI system Ĝ is called strictly proper. Assuming that Â is diagonalizable, the
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and can be computed according to [59] by applying a similarity transformation
x̂ = Tx =
[
T1 . . . Tni
] [





In Equation (3.3), the transformation matrix T consists of the sub matrices Ti
with i = 1, .., ni, which are derived by carrying out an eigenvalue decomposition
on Â. For a real eigenvalue pi with a real eigenvector vi ,
Ti = vi and Ai = pi . (3.4)
For a conjugate complex pole pair pi = <(pi) ± j=(pi) associated with the
conjugate complex eigenvector pair vi = <(vi)± j=(vi),






Note that the eigenvectors vi can be scaled arbitrarily, which does not affect
Ai but changes the modal input and output matrices Bi and Ci , respectively.





















This means that a mode Mi is a strictly proper LTI system of first (real pole) or
second (conjugate complex pole pair) order and has nu inputs and ny outputs.
Note that modes with a conjugate complex pole pair are also referred to as
oscillating or dynamic modes since they describe a harmonic oscillator.
Alternatively, an LTI system may also be described by a transfer function






where s denotes the Laplace variable. Considering the individual mode Mi from
Equation (3.6), its transfer function matrix is given as











where the coefficient matrices
R0 = det (Ai)CiA
−1
i Bi , (3.9)
R1 = CiBi (3.10)
are independent of the state space realization of Mi .
In general, a mode Mi is considered to be asymptotically stable if <(pi) < 0
and unstable if <(pi) > 0. In case <(pi) = 0, the mode is considered to be
undamped, which also includes a pole in the origin. Furthermore, the natural
frequency of a mode is given as ωn,i = |pi| and for ωn,i 6= 0, the corresponding
relative damping is ζi = −<(pi)/ωn,i. Note that the modes Mi are commonly
sorted according to their natural frequency, i.e., ωn,1 ≤ ωn,2 ≤ . . . ≤ ωn,ni .
3.1.2 Modal Controllability and Observability
In general, the states of a dynamical system are considered as controllable if they
can be steered from any initial value to any final value by choosing an appro-
priate input signal [75]. Similarly, a dynamical system is said to be observable if
any initial state can be uniquely determined from the time history of the input
and output signals. There are many different ways to evaluate controllablity and
observability of dynamical systems as reviewed, e.g., in [74, 148, 159]. Within
this thesis, however, it is not the goal to evaluate an entire dynamical system
but rather an individual targeted mode Mi(s) = Ci(sI − Ai)−1Bi defined in
Equation (3.8). The mode Mi(s) is considered as controllable if Bi 6= 0 and
observable if Ci 6= 0, which directly results from common controllability and
observability tests introduced, e.g., by Kálmán, Gilbert or Hautus [74]. Another
test yielding the same conditions is based on the observability and controllabil-
ity Gramian, which are defined as follows and need to be positive definite for
all T ∈ R>0 to ensure controllability and observability [163].
Definition 3.1 (Controllability and Observability Gramian [148]). For a given






H t dt (3.11)





H tCHCeAt dt. (3.12)
To further quantify the grade of controllability and observability, any p-norm
‖Bi‖p and ‖Ci‖p may be taken as a corresponding measure. Alternatively, [55]
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proposes to measure the angle between the left or right Eigenvector of Ai and
the columns of Bi or the rows of Ci , respectively. Other approaches are based
on the singular or eigenvalues of the observability and controllability Grami-
ans as proposed in, e.g., [54, 105]. However, all these quantification methods
introduce a dependency on the state space realization of Mi(s), which is gener-
ally not desired but the case when examining observability and controllability
independently of each other. Hence, it may be recommended to evaluate con-
trollability and observability in a joint manner. A well-known measure of this
type is proposed by Litz [89].






where rjkl ∈ C denotes the residue from the jth input to the lth output associated
to the pole pk ∈ C, k = 1, . . . , nx of a diagonalizable LTI system of order nx.
The Litz dominance measure is based on an approximation of the step re-
sponse but can also be interpreted in terms of the sensitivity of pk with respect
to the static feedback gain connecting the lth output with the jth input. This
makes the measure well suitable for selecting dominant poles [90] as well as for
optimally placing actuators and sensors [14]. Another well-established measure
invariant to state space transformations are the Hankel singular values, which
are defined as follows.
Definition 3.3 (Hankel singular values [148]). The Hankel singular values of




where λk(W̄cW̄o) denotes the k
th eigenvalue of the product of the controllability
and observability Gramians W̄c = limT→∞Wc(T ) and W̄c = limT→∞Wo(T ).
The Hankel singular values provide a useful measure of the energy contribu-
tion of each state variable to the input-output behavior in so-called balanced
state space realizations. Hence, the Hankel singular values serve as a basis for
the well-known balanced model order reduction where states with a small en-
ergy contribution are discarded, see, e.g., [105, 119]. Note that to obtain a single
gross measure from the set of Litz dominance measures (3.13) or Hankel sin-
gular values (3.14), some sum or maximum value is generally taken, see, e.g.,
[46, 48, 56, 89, 105].
In addition to this, also system norms such as the Hankel, H∞ or H2 norm
are well suited for jointly evaluating modal controllability and observability, see
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e.g., [47]. The main reason for this are the meaningful physical interpretations
of the different system norms. For instance, the Hankel system norm, defined as
the largest Hankel singular value, can be seen as a kind of induced norm from
past inputs to future outputs as the following definition reveals.
Definition 3.4 (Hankel norm [148]). The Hankel norm of an asymptotically












In contrast, the H∞ norm describes the “worst-case” steady state gain for
sinusoidal inputs at any frequency, which is equivalent to the induced L2 or
power norm.
Definition 3.5 (H∞ norm [148]). The H∞ norm of an asymptotically stable
LTI system G(s) with inputs u and outputs y, and zero initial states is




where σmax(G(jω)) denotes the maximum singular value of the frequency re-
sponse G(jω).
Considering the H2 norm, it can be can be seen as the square root of the
sum of output energies when applying unit impulses to each individual input
as seen in Definition 3.6. Moreover, the H2 norm describes the expected root
mean square value of the system output in response to white Gaussian noise
excitation [148]. And in case of SISO systems, it can be also be interpreted
as the maximum possible output value when the energy of the input signal is
bounded to one, i.e., the maximum energy-to-peak gain [80].
Definition 3.6 (H2 norm [148]). The H2 norm of an asymptotically stable,















where ‖•‖F denotes the Frobenius norm and H(t) denotes the impulse response
matrix of G(s).
In Section 3.2, the H2 norm is selected for jointly evaluating modal control-
lability and observability. Its close relation to the other measures given here
is qualitatively discussed in Section 3.2.4 and quantitatively demonstrated by
means of a numerical example in Section 3.3.5. Note that the H2 norm, just
as the Hankel and H∞ norm, is only defined for asymptotically stable systems,
but can be generalized also for unstable systems as described in Section 3.2.4.
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3.1.3 Modal Control using Blended Inputs and Outputs
The modal control approach followed in this thesis aims at separately controlling
individual targeted modes {Mj (s)}njj=1 ⊂ {Mi(s)}nii=1. To that end, each targeted
mode j is isolated by blending control inputs and measurement outputs in order
to enable controlling it by a simple SISO controller. Hence, the blending-based
control law from Equation (2.1) can be seen as a superposition of the individual
modal controllers
Kj (s) = ku,j λj(s) k
T
y,j , (3.18)
with the SISO controller λj(s), and the input and output blending vectors ku,j ∈








where the input and output blending vectors of all modal controllers are col-
lected as columns in the input and output blending matrices Ku ∈ Rny×nj and
Ku ∈ Rnu×nj , and the respective SISO controllers are collected on the diagonal
of the simplified control law
Λ(s) =
λ1(s) · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · λnj (s)
 . (3.20)
In this way, the original MIMO control design problem is reduced to multiple
SISO ones, which can be solved independently in case the targeted modes can
be sufficiently isolated through the input and output blending. The overall con-
troller structure is depicted in Figure 3.1, where the focus of this thesis is put
on the design of the corresponding input and output blending vectors. In what
follows, remarks on SISO controller design and handling of direct feedthrough
are given before developing the corresponding blending vector design strategies.
Remarks on SISO Controller Design
In order to enable an independent design of the SISO controllers λj (s), it is
generally required that the targeted mode is sufficiently isolated from the rest of
the system dynamics. To achieve that, it is primarily proposed to apply spillover
suppression techniques described in detail in Section 3.4. If the required mode
isolation is possible, the performance of an individual SISO controller is not
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affected when closing all SISO loops, since the individual loops do not interact.
As a result, the design of the respective SISO controllers can be performed
independently of each other.
In case the desired mode isolation cannot be achieved, the individual SISO
loops interact and an independent SISO controller design may not yield the
desired overall controller performance. This can be the case when the frequency
separation of the considered modes is too small or the number of measurements
or effectors is insufficient. As a remedy, a sequential loop closing can be applied
[40, 65, 99], which can be seen as a cascaded controller design. This means that
each loop is directly closed after designing a controller Kj and the resulting
system with the partially closed loops is used as a basis for designing the next
controller Kj+1 . Thereby, a repeated modal decomposition needs to be carried
out after each loop closure since the next mode to be controlled may have been
affected by the already closed loops. Alternatively, the blending vectors may be
computed only once for the original system and only the SISO loops may be
closed in a sequential way. This avoids a repeated modal decomposition but is
only recommended in case of a minor interaction between the individual SISO
loops. Furthermore, it is noted that the order in which the loops are closed
introduces an additional degree of freedom for the control engineer and may
also affect overall controller performance.
𝐺 𝑠  
𝑢 𝑦 




… … … 
Λ(𝑠) 𝐾𝑦
𝑇 𝐾𝑢 
𝐾𝑛𝑗 𝑠  
𝐾1 𝑠  
… 
Figure 3.1: Blending-based modal feedback controller where each Kj (s) controls
a mode Mj (s) with j = 1, . . . , nj .
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Remarks on Direct Feedthrough
In general, mechanical systems feature a roll-off at higher frequencies, i.e., the
feedthrough matrix D ∈ Rny×nu is zero. If this is not the case, the feedthrough
term needs to be eliminated for the proposed blending-based modal control
approach. This can be achieved by introducing a new measurement output ỹ =
y−Du, where y denotes the original measurements and u the control commands
computed by the controller. However, note that this requires well-posedness, i.e.,
that I+DKD is invertible, where DK ∈ Rnu×ny denotes the feedthrough matrix
of the controller derived using the measurements ỹ.
Alternatively, the feedthrough matrix D may also be eliminated by designing





A corresponding procedure is proposed in Section 3.4.2 allowing for considering
orthogonality constraints during blending vector design. Note that the procedure
is mainly proposed for explicitly decoupling the targeted mode from residual
modes, but it is also useful for eliminating direct feedthrough.
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3.2 H2-optimal Blending of Inputs and Outputs
In general, the blending of inputs and outputs decreases, or, in a best-case,
maintains the controllability and observability of the underlying system and
hence its modes. Consequently, a goal for blending vector design is a minimum
reduction in controllability and observability, which can be measured in a joint
way by means of the H2 norm as discussed in Section 3.1.2. In what follows, a
new method is developed for efficiently computing blending vectors which yield
a maximum H2 norm when applied to the mode to be controlled. The blending
method is further extended to undamped and unstable modes, for which the
H2 norm is not defined. Additionally, the connection of H2-optimality to other
controllability and observability measures is discussed. Note that although the
approach is derived for a single mode, it is easily extended to higher-order
systems where multiple modes need to be controlled as described in Section 3.1.3.
The properties of the proposed H2-optimal blending approach are demonstrated
by means of two numerical examples in Section 3.2.6 and its effectiveness is
shown based on three realistic aeronautical applications in Chapter 5.
3.2.1 Problem Definition
To describe the efficiency of a pair of blending vectors designed for controlling
an individual mode, the following measure is used.
Definition 3.7 (Blending vector efficiency for asymptotically stable mode).
Let the asymptotically stable mode M(s) be given and feature nu inputs and
ny outputs. Furthermore, let M(s) be controllable and observable, which means
that ‖M(s)‖H2 > 0. Then, the blending vector efficiency of a pair of input and






From Definition 3.7, it can be seen that η ∈ [0 1], where η = 0 indicates
that the blended mode kTy M(s)ku is not controllable, not observable or both. In
contrast, η = 1 means that the blending of inputs and outputs does not affect
the controllability and observability of the targeted mode. Hence, the goal for
blending vector design is to maximize η, or, the H2 norm of the blended mode.
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Blending vectors which solve the optimization problem (3.22) are considered as
H2-optimal and are derived in an efficient way as follows.
3.2.2 Efficient H2 Norm Computation
In order to solve the blending vector design problem (3.22), the H2 norm needs
to be computed. This is generally performed in a numerically efficient way using
the following theorem, which is based on the definition of the H2 norm given in
Equation (3.17).
Theorem 3.1 (Gramian-basedH2 norm computation, [169]). For an asymptot-
ically stable and strictly proper LTI system G with a state space representation














where the controllability and observability Gramian W̄c and W̄o are obtained by
solving the Lyapunov equations
AW̄c + W̄cA
H +BBH = 0, (3.24)
AHW̄o + W̄oA + C
HC = 0. (3.25)
Proof. The proof is taken from [169] and summarized as follows. Since G is
asymptotically stable, the impulse response matrix is given as
H(t) =
{
CeAtB t ≥ 0
0 t < 0
,

















The theorem follows from the fact that the controllability and observability
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In case of first- or second-order systems, the H2 norm can also be computed
in a more direct way as given by the following theorem. Note that the theorem
is especially developed for H2-optimal blending vector design but may also be
useful for other applications.
Theorem 3.2 (H2 norm of first- or second-order LTI systems). Let the trans-
fer function matrix M : C → Cny×nu be given and describe a strictly proper
and asymptotically stable LTI system of first or second order. Furthermore, let
ωn and ζ denote the natural frequency and relative damping of M. Then, the
H2 norm of M is
‖M‖H2 =
√
ζωn ‖M(jωn)‖F , (3.26)
where ‖•‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
Proof. The proof is derived for the more general case of an LTI system with
a single conjugate complex pole pair. For systems with real-valued poles, the
proof follows the same procedure and is not given here.
To begin with, the strictly proper transfer function from input j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nu}
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where r and r̄ denote the conjugate complex (scalar) residues associated to the
conjugate complex pole pair p and p̄. By analytically solving the Lyapunov






















−2pp̄(p + p̄) . (3.27)
The same result is obtained by computing the square of Equation (3.26) as














−2pp̄(p + p̄) .
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since the squared Frobenius norm of a matrix is defined as the sum of the
squared magnitudes of its elements.
Remark 3.1. The natural frequency ωn and relative damping ζ for a system with
a single real pole or a conjugate complex pole pair are defined in Section 3.1.1.
Considering an asymptotically stable system with two real-valued poles p1 < 0
and p2 < 0, it can be seen as an overdamped system with ωn =
√
p1p2 and
ζ = − p1+p2
2ωn
≥ 1.
Remark 3.2. In case M features only a single input and a single output, Equa-
tion (3.26) reduces to ‖M‖H2 =
√
ζωn |M(jωn)|.
3.2.3 Efficient Blending Vector Computation
Based on Theorem 3.2, the objective function of the blending vector design
problem (3.22) can be reformulated as
‖kTy M(s)ku‖H2 =
√
ζωn |kTy M(jωn)ku |, (3.28)
whereM(jωn) denotes the frequency response ofM(s) at its natural frequency ωn.
Since the term
√
ζωn is actually independent of the blending vectors, the origi-
nal problem of maximizing the H2 norm in (3.22) can be turned into a problem
of maximizing the magnitude of the complex scalar z = kTy M(jωn)ku . In what
follows, a rather uncommon way for computing the magnitude of a complex
number is given allowing for an efficient blending vector design.
Proposition 3.1 (Magnitude of a complex number). Let z ∈ C be given and the




(<(z) cosφ+ =(z) sinφ) . (3.29)
Proof. The extrema of
f(φ) = <(z) cosφ+ =(z) sinφ (3.30)
can be computed by finding the roots of its derivative ∂f(φ)/∂φ. Selecting only
the roots φ∗ = arg z which are associated to maxima, and substituting <(z) =
|z| cosφ∗ and =(z) = |z| sinφ∗ into Equation (3.30), it follows
f(φ∗) = |z| cos2 φ∗ + |z| sin2 φ∗ = |z|.
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Remark 3.3. The intuition behind Proposition 3.1 is that the magnitude of a
complex number can be directly read by rotating it onto the positive real axis
in the complex plane. See [123] for more details.
Computing the magnitude of z = kTy M(jωn)ku according to Proposition 3.1
and factoring out the real-valued blending vectors ky and ku , it is derived that






where F(φ) : R→ Rny×nu is defined as
F(φ) = <(M(jωn)) cosφ+ =(M(jωn)) sinφ. (3.32)
Recalling that the actual goal is to find a maximum of Equation (3.31) gives
max
ku ,ky






















= ‖F(φ)‖2 = σ∗, (3.34)
which can be directly computed for a given value of φ by applying an SVD on









where the placeholder • denotes a matrix of adequate size. In Equation (3.35),
both U ∈ Rny×ny and V ∈ Rnu×nu are orthogonal matrices which are real-
valued since F(φ) is also real-valued. Furthermore, Σ ∈ Rny×nu is a rectangular
matrix with the singular values of F(φ) in descending order on its diagonal.
Selecting only the largest singular value σ∗ ∈ R≥0, the corresponding input and
output singular vectors k∗u ∈ Rnu and k∗y ∈ Rny directly yield the input and
output blending vectors which solve Equation (3.34) for a given value of φ.
Eventually, inserting Equation (3.34) into Equation (3.33), an equivalent for-










where it is emphasized that φ ∈ R is unconstrained while ku ∈ Rnu and ky ∈ Rny
are constrained. Solving maxφ ‖F(φ)‖2 yields an optimal phase angle φ∗ for
which the H2-optimal blending vectors can be directly determined according to
Equation (3.35). Hence, the number of optimization variables is reduced from
nu + ny to a single one, or, in other words, the difficulty of finding a solution
to Equation (3.22) becomes independent of the number of actual inputs and
outputs.
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3.2.4 Special Cases and Additional Aspects
This subsection discusses special cases and additional aspects of the proposed
H2-optimal blending method that either simplify the computation of the blend-
ing vectors or are of conceptual interest.
Reduction of Computational Effort
Considering the original blending vector design problem (3.22), its solution ac-
cording to Equation (3.36) requires to carry out an SVD on F(φ) for each iter-
ation of φ. The computational cost of a single SVD largely depends on the size
of F(φ), which is given by the number of inputs and outputs of the underlying
system. Hence, if the underlying system has a large number of inputs and out-
puts, the computational effort to solve (3.36) may be high and lack numerical
accuracy. For this reason, it is suggested to previously decompose the targeted
mode as




where both QC ∈ Rny×nỹ and QB ∈ Rnu×nũ form orthonormal bases, and M̃(s)
describes a transfer function matrix with nũ ≤ 2 inputs and nỹ ≤ 2 outputs. To
that end, BT = QBRB and C = QCRC from a minimal realization {A,B,C} of
M(s) are decomposed using, e.g., a thin QR decomposition. See Appendix A.1
for more details.
From Equation (3.37) it follows that ‖M(jωn)‖2 = ‖M̃(jωn)‖2 since QB and









where F̃(φ) : R→ Rnỹ×nũ is defined as
F̃(φ) = <(M̃(jωn)) cosφ+ =(M̃(jωn)) sinφ. (3.39)
As the matrix returned by F̃(φ) has a maximum size of 2× 2, the term ‖F̃(φ)‖2
and also its derivative ∂‖F̃(φ)‖2/∂φ can be computed analytically as given, e.g.,
in [148]. For optimization, this means that computational effort and numerical
inaccuracy can be greatly reduced, especially when the given number of inputs
and outputs is high. Note that if the real or imaginary part of M(jωn) is zero, the
H2-optimal blending vectors can be computed without the need of solving opti-
mization problem (3.36), which makes the proposed decomposition unnecessary
for this special case.
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Scaling of Inputs and Outputs
In general, the proposed H2-optimal blending is sensitive to the scaling of inputs
and outputs. This means that an appropriate scaling of the system’s inputs
and outputs is crucial in order to obtain meaningful blending vectors since
different signals with possibly different physical units are united in a single
one. Hence, it is proposed to group the respective signals according to their
physical units and to scale them in groups. This allows for normalizing different
physical units among one another while maintaining the relative importance of
individual signals. In comparison, scaling each signal with the corresponding
maximum value as proposed, e.g., in [148], may lead to a loss of information
and an undesirable prioritization of individual signals. To demonstrate this, an
example is given in Section 3.2.6. Furthermore, it is noted that a targeted scaling
may also be used as a tuning possibility for blending vector design.
Single Real-valued Pole
In case the targeted mode M(s) features only a single real-valued pole p ∈ R,







|kTy cbT ku |, (3.40)
where ‖ku‖2 = ‖ky‖2 = 1. Based on that, the H2-optimal blending vectors








where b ∈ Rnu and c ∈ Rny .
Undamped Poles
According to Section 3.1.1, a mode M(s) with a real pole p or a conjugate
complex pole pair p and p̄ is considered undamped if <(p) = 0. Since the H2
norm of M(s) is not defined in this case, it is suggested to use the following
proposition for blending vector computation.
Proposition 3.2 (Blending vector efficiency factor for undamped modes). Let
an oscillating mode be given as M(s) = R
s−p +
R̄
s−p̄ , where R ∈ Cny×nu and
R̄ ∈ Cny×nu denote the conjugate complex residues associated to the conjugate
complex pole pair p ∈ C and p̄ ∈ C. Then, for a given pair of input and output
blending vectors ku ∈ Rnu and ky ∈ Rny with ‖ky‖2 = ‖ku‖2 = 1, the limit of
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tr (RRH) denotes the Forbenius norm of R.
Proof. Taking the definition of the blending vector efficiency η from Equa-


















R(jωn − p̄) + R̄(jωn − p)
(jωn − p)(jωn − p̄)




R(jωn − p̄) + R̄(jωn − p)
)
ku‖F
‖R(jωn − p̄) + R̄(jωn − p)‖F
.
Assuming without loss of generality that =(p) ≥ 0, it follows for <(p) → 0−










Based on Proposition 3.2, the matrix function F(φ) defined in Equation (3.32)
can be replaced by
Flim(φ) = <(R) cosφ+ =(R) sinφ.
Equally, the matrix function F̃(φ) defined in Equation (3.39) can be replaced
by
F̃lim(φ) = <(R̃) cosφ+ =(R̃) sinφ,
where R̃ denotes the residue of the decomposed mode M̃(s) from Equation (3.37).
The H2-optimal blending vectors can then be derived by first computing φ∗ =
arg maxφ ‖F̃lim(φ)‖2 and subsequently computing the singular vectors of F̃lim(φ∗)
similarly to Equation (3.35). Furthermore, it is noted that maximizing ηlim is
equivalent to maximizing the Litz dominance measure [89]. This can be directly
seen from Definition 3.2 and is also discussed at the end of Section 3.2.4.
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Unstable Poles
Similarly to an undamped mode, the H2 norm of an unstable mode with <(p) >
0 is also not defined. Taking the frequency domain definition of theH2norm from
Equation (3.17), it can be seen that the H2 norm becomes a maximum if and
only if the integral over the (squared) magnitude of the frequency response be-
comes a maximum. For an unstable mode, this integral can also be computed
by exploiting the fact that the magnitude is not affected when mirroring the
unstable pole(s) across the imaginary axis. As a result, an asymptotically stable
system is obtained for which the H2 norm can be computed as given in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Based on that, it is proposed to design the blending vectors of an
unstable mode by first mirroring the underlying poles across the imaginary axis
and then applying the algorithm described above.
Single-Input or Single-Output Systems
For systems with a single input or a single output, the blending vector design
is restricted to only outputs or only inputs, respectively. Considering the case
where only inputs of an oscillating mode M(s) are blended, the H2-optimal
blending vector design problem (3.22) reduces to
maximize
ku∈Rnu
‖M(s)ku‖H2 subject to ‖ku‖2 = 1. (3.43)
To solve optimization problem (3.43), Theorem 3.2 is first reformulated as
‖M(s)ku‖H2 =
√







Then, the H2-optimal input blending vector k∗u,in is directly derived by carrying















where σ∗in = ‖Fin‖2 denotes the maximum singular value of Fin. Similarly, the
H2-optimal output blending vector k∗y,out for a single-input system is derived by















where σ∗out = ‖Fout‖2 denotes the maximum singular value of Fout. Note that the
given procedure also applies to MIMO systems where only inputs or only outputs
are subject to blending. However, independently deriving pair of input and
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output blending vectors in this way does not guarantee H2-optimality applying
both vectors together. This is demonstrated in the numerical example given in
Section 3.2.6.
Relation to Other Controllability and Observability Measures
The proposed blending approach maximizes theH2 norm of the blended mode as
a measure of its controllability and observability. In this subsection, the relation
of the H2 norm measure to the other modal controllability and observability
measures reviewed in Section 3.1.2 is discussed, where first- and second-order
modes are viewed separately.
Considering a first-order mode, it is given according to Equation (3.8) as
M(s) = R/(s− p), where the residue R ∈ Rny×nu and the pole p ∈ R. A pair of
input and output blending vectors ku and ky which maximizes the H2 norm of
the blended first order mode also maximizes any other system norm of it. This
becomes clear when writing
‖kTy M(s)ku‖ = |kTy Rku |
∥∥∥∥ 1s− p
∥∥∥∥ , (3.46)
where ‖•‖ denotes any system norm such as the Hankel, H∞ or H2 norm.
Equation (3.46) further reveals that H2-optimal blending vectors also maximize
the Litz dominance measure [89], which is given as d = |kTy Rku |/|p|, see also
Definition 3.2.
Similar relations can be found for a second-order mode M(s) = R/(s+ p) +
R̄/(s + p̄), which is described by the conjugate complex pole pair p ∈ C and
p̄ ∈ C, and the conjugate complex residues R ∈ Cny×nu and R̄ ∈ Cny×nu .
Blending the inputs and outputs of such a second-order mode, the transfer
function m(s) = kTy M(s)ku = r1
s−z
s2+2ζωns+ω2n
is obtained, where the zero z ∈ R,
the gain r1 ∈ R, the natural frequency ωn ∈ R>0, and the relative damping
ζ ∈ [−1 1]. Considering the magnitude of the frequency response of m(s), it fea-
tures only a single peak (or maximum) and increasing this single peak generally
increases also the area below it. Since the peak is associated to theH∞ norm and
the area below to the H2 norm of the blended mode, H2- and H∞-optimality
of blending vectors are closely related. This relation becomes especially obvious
when considering lightly damped modes, i.e., ζ = −<(p)/|p|  1, as in this case




which directly results from Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.2. More precisely, the
H∞ norm of a SISO system is the largest magnitude of its frequency response,
which is around natural frequency ωn = |p| for lightly damped modes. The
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magnitude of the frequency response at ωn, in turn, is directly related to the
H2 norm as given by the right hand side of Equation (3.47).
For a better understanding, the magnitude of an example transfer function
m(s) = ω2n/(s
2 + 2ζωns + ω
2
n) is plotted in Figure 3.2 for different values of
relative damping ζ. The corresponding peak values are connected with a red
line ( ) which approaches ωn with decreasing ζ. Hence, the H∞ norm of a
lightly damped mode with blended inputs and outputs can be approximated
by the magnitude of its frequency response at ωn and is thus proportional to
the H2 norm. Note that this example only shows the relation of the H∞ and
H2 norms for blended modes with z = 0. However, it is observed for blended
modes that a large value of one norm typically also yields a large value of the
other norm, see also the example in Section 3.3.5.
Based on the close relation of the H∞ and H2 norm measure for blending
vector efficiency, a connection to measures based on the Hankel singular values
is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Upper and lower bound of H∞ norm [169]). Let the asymptot-
ically stable LTI system G(s) be given. Then,




where ‖•‖H and ‖•‖H∞ denote the Hankel and H∞ norm, respectively, and σH,k
are the Hankel singular values of G(s).











































varying relative dampings ζ. The corresponding peak values, which
are equivalent to the respectiveH∞ norm, are connected with ( ).
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Theorem 3.3 reveals that the H∞ norm provides a lower bound to the double
sum of the Hankel singular values of the underlying system. In this respect,
a large H∞ norm generally implies also large Hankel singular values, where a
second-order mode features at most two non-zero Hankel singular values. Hence,
it can be assumed that blending vectors which maximize the H2 norm of the
blended mode also result in large Hankel singular values, especially in case of
light damping.
In addition to this, it is shown in Section 3.2.4 that, for undamped modes, the
generalized H2-optimal blending vectors are also optimal in terms of the Litz
dominance measure. This can be directly seen from Proposition 3.2, which de-
scribes the blending vector efficiency for undamped modes as ηlim = |kTy Rku |/‖R‖F .
Thus, maximizing ηlim during blending vector design also maximizes the Litz
dominance measure, which is also driven by the term |kTy Rku | as given in Defi-
nition 3.7. Note that the same holds when using the conjugate complex residue
R̄ instead of R.
Finally, it is noted that the discussed connections of the different modal con-
trollability and observability measures are demonstrated by means of a numer-
ical example in Section 3.3.5.
3.2.5 Summary H2-optimal Blending Vector Computation
The H2-optimal blending vector design problem defined in Equation (3.22) can
be efficiently solved by first solving the optimization problem




F(φ) = <(M(jωn)) cosφ+ =(M(jωn)) sinφ. (3.50)
In Equation (3.50), M(jωn) denotes the frequency response of the targeted mode
M(s) at its natural frequency ωn. To also consider undamped or unstable modes,
for which the H2 norm is infinite by definition, it is proposed to adapt F(φ) as
described in Section 3.2.4. Note that due to the given periodicity of F(φ), the
search for an optimal phase angle may be restricted to an interval of size π, e.g.,
φ ∈ [0, π[. Additionally, computational effort for solving optimization problem
(3.49) may be further reduced by a preceding decomposition of M(s) according
to Equation (3.37). After determining φ∗ according to Equation (3.49), the
corresponding H2-optimal input and output blending vectors k∗u and k∗y can be
derived carrying out an SVD on
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where σ∗ = ‖F(φ∗)‖2 denotes the maximum singular value of F(φ∗). Further-
more, it is noted that the computation of the H2-optimal blending vectors
greatly simplifies for systems with a single input or a single output and also
for modes with a single real pole as discussed in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.6 Numerical Examples
Example 1: Comparison of Jointly and Separately Computed Blending Vectors
In Section 3.2.4, blending vectors are derived which are considered asH2-optimal
when applied individually, i.e., when blending only inputs or only outputs. In
the following example, it is demonstrated that these separately computed blend-
ing vectors do not necessarily yield H2-optimality when applied together. The

















and features a natural frequency ωn =
√
2 and a relative damping ζ = 1/
√
2. In
a first step, input and output blending vectors which guarantee H2-optimality
when applied together are jointly computed as summarized in Section 3.3.4. To
that end, the optimization problem (3.49) is solved and φ∗ ≈ 3π/4 + kπ, k ∈ Z
is obtained. The corresponding H2-optimal pair of input and output blending












Normalizing the objective function ‖F(φ)‖2 from Equation (3.49) by ‖M(jωn)‖2
yields the efficiency factor η from Equation (3.21) as a function of the optimiza-









can easily be found using some gradient-based optimization algorithm. In a
second step, the input and output blending vectors are computed separately
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Figure 3.3: Efficiency factor η(φ) to be maximized for H2-optimal blending of
inputs and outputs.
As already described, these two blending vectors are considered H2-optimal
only when applied individually but not jointly. This becomes obvious when





which is clearly smaller than η∗ = 0.66 from Equation (3.53). Blending the mode












s2 + 2s+ 2
,
which are compared in Figure 3.4. Therein, the difference of the computed effi-
ciency factors η∗ and η∗in-out is clearly recognizable since the H2 norm of a SISO
system is related to the area below its maximum singular value.
Example 2: Impact of Input and Output Scaling on Blending Vector Design
As described in Section 3.2.4, the scaling of inputs and outputs usually affects
the resulting H2-optimal blending vectors. To demonstrate this, the H2-optimal
output blending vectors are computed for the mode







































Figure 3.4: Comparison of the maximum singular value of the mode M(s) with-
out blended inputs and outputs ( ), and with inputs and outputs
blended by jointly ( ) and seperately ( ) computedH2-optimal
blending vectors.
using two different output scalings. Considering that both measurements are of
same unit, the unit normalization proposed in Section 3.2.4 yields a unit scaling
matrix Sy,1 = I. For the scaled mode Sy,1M(s), the scaled H2-optimal output
blending vector k̄y,1 is computed according to Equation (3.45). From k̄y,1, the










which is identical to the scaled blending vector since Sy,1 is a unit matrix. The






This means that blending the outputs of modeM(s) does not, or only marginally,
reduce its observability. In contrast, scaling both measurements with their cor-
responding maximum value ymax = [5 1] yields the scaled H2-optimal output
blending vector k̄y,2 = [0.730 0.683]
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is clearly less than η1 ≈ 1 from unit scaling. This is reasonable since the obtained
blending vector prioritizes the second measurement, which has a smaller gain
than the first measurement. Hence, it is summarized that the scaling of inputs
and outputs usually affects the resulting blending vectors. This, however, may
also be used as a tuning possibility for blending vector design.
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3.3 Blending-based Pole Placement
For many dynamical systems it is required to specifically shift the poles of
an individual mode, especially when these poles are lightly damped or even
unstable. To achieve that, a novel pole placement approach is developed in this
section, which is based on blending control inputs and measurement outputs.
Thereby, the goal for blending vector design is to create a SISO loop with a
desirable root locus along which the targeted pole is moved by means of a
static gain feedback of minimal magnitude. As a result, a static output feedback
controller of rank one is obtained for each mode to be controlled. To ensure
a sufficient isolation of the targeted modes, respective decoupling techniques
are described in Section 3.4 and can be directly considered during blending
vector design. The effectiveness of the proposed pole placement approach is
demonstrated by means of a numerical example in Section 3.3.5 and a realistic
aeronautical application in Section 5.1.
3.3.1 Problem Definition
The task of shifting the pole(s) of an individual mode M(s) to a desired location
can quickly become challenging when the number of control inputs or measure-
ment outputs is increased. To reduce the complexity of the control problem, it is
proposed to first blend inputs and outputs and then apply a constant feedback
for the desired pole placement. As a result, a static output feedback controller
of rank one is obtained as
K = ku λ k
T
y , (3.57)
where ku ∈ Rnu and ky ∈ Rny are the corresponding input and output blending
vectors, and λ ∈ R is the feedback gain. The resulting closed-loop intercon-
nection for controlling a single mode M(s) is given in Figure 3.5, where the
controller K is composed as given in Equation (3.57).
𝑀(𝑠) 
 𝜆 𝑘𝑢 𝑘𝑦
𝑇 
𝐾 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑦×𝑛𝑢 
𝑢 𝑦 
Figure 3.5: Closed-loop interconnection of mode M(s) with static output feed-
back controller K for pole placement.
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In order to derive the rank-one controller K, it is suggested to split up its
design into a blending vector design and a subsequent feedback gain compu-
tation. The goal is thereby to achieve the desired closed-loop dynamics with a
minimum absolute feedback gain |λ| and blending vectors of unit length, i.e.,
‖ku‖2 = 1 and ‖ky‖2 = 1. Thus, a pair of input and output blending vectors
of unit length is considered as optimal for the given control problem when |λ|
is minimal. In what follows, the underlying optimization problem for the corre-
sponding controller synthesis is derived.
According to Equation (3.8), the transfer function matrix of an oscillating
mode with a conjugate complex pole pair p and p̄ is given as
M(s) =
R1s+R0
(s− p)(s− p̄) =
R1s+R0
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
, (3.58)
where R0 ∈ Rny×nu , R1 ∈ Rny×nu , ωn = |p| 6= 0 and ζ = −<(p)/ωn. Blending
the inputs and outputs of M(s) through the vectors ku and ky yields
m(s) = kTy M(s) ku =
r1s+ r0





y R0ku and r1 = k
T
y R1ku . (3.60)
From Equation (3.59), it can be seen that the blending of inputs and outputs




The closed-loop transfer function for feedback of the blended outputs to the





s2 + (2ζωn−λr1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ζclωn,cl




To achieve desired closed-loop dynamics, i. e., a specified natural frequency ωn,cl
and relative damping ζcl, the two conditions hence are
ω2n − λr0 = ω2n,cl, (3.63)
2ζωn − λr1 = 2ζclωn,cl. (3.64)
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Based on Equations (3.63) and (3.64), the blending vector design problem to
achieve the desired pole placement with a feedback gain λ of minimum magni-




subject to λ kTy R0ku = ω
2
n − ω2n,cl




To efficiently solve the optimization problem (3.65), it is first reformulated.
To this end, Equations (3.63) and (3.64) are solved for r0 and r1, respectively,








The case ζωn = ζclωn,cl is a singularity which is treated in Section 3.3.3. The
singularity occurs when a conjugate complex pole pair is shifted only in the
direction of the imaginary axis, i.e., <(p) = <(pcl). In this case, the resulting zero
can be interpreted as z = ∞, where it is noted that in reality it does not exist





yields z = 0. In that case, the relative damping is changed without affecting the
natural frequency. In other words, the conjugate complex pole pair is shifted
along a circle around the origin. Both special cases are marked in Figure 3.6,
that illustrates the possible closed-loop locations in the complex plane for a



















Figure 3.6: Possible closed-loop pole locations for a given pole pair ( ) in the
complex plane in dependence on the zero z generated by blending
inputs and outputs.
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In order to derive the blending vector design problem, Equation (3.61) is
reformulated as
r0 + zr1 = 0, (3.67)
where the zero location z is specified by Equation (3.66). Substituting r0 =
kTy R0 ku and r1 = k
T
y R1 ku from Equation (3.60) in Equation (3.67), and fac-
toring out the blending vectors ku and ky yields
kTy (R0 + zR1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P
ku = 0 (3.68)
as a necessary constraint for ky and ku. To incorporate the objective of mini-






which shows that minimizing |λ| is equivalent to maximizing |r1|. Recalling from
Equation (3.60) that r1 = k
T
y R1ku hence yields the equivalent objective function
max |r1| = max |kTy R1ku |. (3.70)
Note that maximizing |r1| also maximizes the H2 norm of the blended mode on
condition that the zero z is fixed as required for pole placement. This becomes
obvious when computing theH2 norm of the blended mode from Equation (3.59)
as
‖kTy M(s) ku‖H2 =








Hence, blending vectors which solve Equation (3.65) are considered as H2-
optimal provided that the pole placement constraints from Equations (3.63)
and (3.64) are fulfilled. Furthermore, Equation (3.71) reveals that blending vec-
tor optimality is not only given in terms of the H2 norm but also in terms of
other system norms such as the Hankel or H∞ norm. This is due to the fact that
only the constant value |r1| is maximized while the remaining part including the
dynamics of the mode does not change.
Combining the constraint (3.68) with the objective function (3.70), the blend-
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where P = R0 + zR1 according to Equation (3.68) and z =
ω2n,cl−ω2n
2(ζωn−ζclωn,cl) ac-
cording to Equation (3.66). Solving the optimization problem (3.72), optimal
blending vectors are obtained, which are then inserted into Equation (3.69)
directly yielding the corresponding minimum feedback gain. Hence, the compu-
tation of the overall controller K is reduced to solving Equation (3.72).
3.3.2 Efficient Blending Vector Computation
In this subsection, a numerically efficient algorithm for solving the blending
vector design problem (3.72) is derived. The algorithm is described without loss
of generality for a system with nu ≤ 2 inputs and ny ≤ 2 outputs. For systems
with nu > 2 or ny > 2, a dynamic mode can always be expressed as
M(s) = QC RC (sI −A)−1RTB︸ ︷︷ ︸
M̃(s)
QTB , (3.73)
where both QC ∈ Rny×nỹ and QB ∈ Rnu×nũ form orthonormal bases, and
M̃(s) is a transfer function matrix with nũ ≤ 2 inputs and nỹ ≤ 2 outputs, see
Appendix A.1 for more details. Hence, the input and output blending vectors
k̃u and k̃y for controlling M̃(s) can be computed as follows and of these, the
blending vectors for controlling the original mode M(s) are obtained as
ku = QB k̃u and ky = QC k̃y . (3.74)
Note that QB and QC act as unitary transformations such that neither the
objective function nor the length of the blending vectors is affected.
For efficiently computing the optimal blending vectors, the pole placement
constraint kTy P ku = 0 from Equation (3.68) is used to reduce the number of
decision variables in Equation (3.72). Considering a mode with nu = 2 inputs
and ny = 2 outputs, three different cases need to be distinguished thereby
depending on the rank of P, which is at most two.
Case 1 (rankP = 2)
Since P has full rank, the constraint kTy P ku = 0 can only be satisfied when ky is
orthogonal to Pku . This allows computing the output blending vector ky from







A suitable output blending vector then is
ky = ± ΠPku‖Pku‖2
. (3.76)
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Note that in Equation (3.76), the output blending vector is normalized to length
one, i.e., the constraint ‖ky‖2 = 1 is achieved. To ensure the same for the input







As a result, ku(φ) depends on the single parameter φ ∈ R. From Equation (3.76),
ky(ku(φ)) is also uniquely determined through φ. Hence, the optimization prob-







With φ∗ ∈ R solving Equation (3.78), optimal input and output blending
vectors are directly obtained from Equation (3.77) and Equation (3.76) as
k∗u = [cosφ
∗ sinφ∗]T and k∗y = ΠPk
∗
u/‖Pk∗u‖2 , respectively.
Case 2 (rankP = 1)
If rankP = 1, an SVD on P yields









where both U ∈ R2×2 and V ∈ R2×2 are orthogonal matrices, and σ1 ∈ R>0.
From Equation (3.79), two candidate pairs i = 1, 2 of optimal input and output
blending vectors k∗u,i and k
∗
y,i are directly obtained as












The idea behind Equations (3.80) and (3.81) is to first select an input or out-
put blending vector k∗u,2 or k
∗
y,1 that satisfies the pole placement constraint
kTy Pku = 0 from Equation (3.68). Then, the objective function |kTy R1ku | from




or k∗y,2 is parallel to R1k
∗
u,2. Eventually, the pair of blending vectors that yields
the maximum objective function |(k∗y,i)TR1k∗u,i | is considered as optimal.
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Case 3 (rankP = 0)
In case rankP = 0, the constraint kTy Pku = 0 vanishes and the optimal blending
vectors k∗y and k
∗
u are directly obtained from an SVD on R1. More specifically,
the objective |kTy R1ku | is maximized by choosing ky and ku as the left and right
singular vectors associated with the largest singular value of R1.
3.3.3 Special Cases
This subsection discusses special cases of the proposed pole placement method
that either simplify the computation of the blending vectors or are of conceptual
interest.
Active Damping
When the control objective is to increase relative damping of an individual
mode without affecting its natural frequency, i.e., ζcl > ζ and ωn,cl = ωn, the
poles are shifted along a circle around the origin, see Figure 3.6. In that case,
Equation (3.63) states that r0 = 0 for λ 6= 0. That is, the optimal blending of
inputs and outputs places the zero of the blended mode’s transfer function at
z = 0, see Equation (3.66). While this does not affect the algorithm described in
Section 3.3.2, it establishes connections to other commonly encountered control
techniques. As a zero at the origin is the frequency domain equivalent to differ-
entiation, the blended measurement signal can be interpreted as a generalized
velocity of the dynamic mode, confer [26, 56, 154, 155]. Feeding back such a
velocity naturally increases modal damping, see, e.g., [12, 121, 125].
Shifting Poles Parallel to the Imaginary Axis
When the given open-loop poles and desired closed-loop poles have the same real
part, i.e., <(p) = <(pcl), ζωn = ζclωn,cl and Equation (3.66) becomes singular.
It follows from (3.64) that r1 = 0 for λ 6= 0. As a result, the new pole placement
constraint is kTy R1ku = 0 instead of (3.68). Further, the objective function
(3.70) is replaced by max |kTy R0ku |, as min |λ| with λ = (ω2n − ω2n,cl)/r0 from
Equation (3.63) is now equivalent to max |r0|. Summing up, the blending vector








and can be solved again as described in Section 3.3.2.
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Real-valued Poles
In case the targeted mode features only a single real-valued pole p ∈ R, i.e., the
transfer function is M(s) = c(s − p)−1bT with b ∈ Rnu and c ∈ Rny , the pole
can only be shifted along the real axis. In that case, the open- and closed-loop
transfer functions of the blended mode are given as









s− (p+ λkTy cbku)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pcl
. (3.84)
From Equation (3.84), the feedback gain required to place the closed-loop pole














In case it is desired to shift a conjugate complex pole pair onto the real axis,
the resulting mode can be seen as an overdamped system with two poles p1 ∈ R
and p2 ∈ R on the real axis. In that case, it follows from (s − p1)(s − p2) =
s2 + 2ζωn + ω
2
n that
ω2n = p1p2 and 2ωnζ = −p1 − p2. (3.87)
Substituting (3.87) in (3.66), the same algorithm as described in Section 3.3.2
can again be used.
Single-Input or Single-Output Systems
For a system with a single input but ny > 1 linearly independent outputs, it
follows from Equation (3.68) that P ∈ Rny×1. In that case, the optimal blending
vectors, which solve the optimization problem (3.72), are directly obtained from
the constraint (3.68) as
k∗u = 1 and k
∗
y = ±ΠP/‖P‖2 , (3.88)
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where the permutation matrix Π is defined in Equation (3.75). Similarly, for a
system with a single output but nu > 1 linearly independent inputs, P ∈ R1×nu
and
k∗u = ±ΠPT /‖P‖2 and k∗y = 1. (3.89)
Note that this case of only a single input or a single output greatly simplifies
the computation of the optimal blending vectors.
3.3.4 Summary Blending-based Pole Placement Algorithm
In order to allow for a straightforward application of the proposed pole place-
ment approach, the findings of Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are summarized as fol-
lows. To begin with, it is recalled that the control objective is to shift the natural
frequency and relative damping of an oscillating mode M(s) from ωn → ωn,cl and
from ζ → ζcl, respectively. A decomposition as stated in (3.73) yields then
M(s) = QC
R1s+R0
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
QTB , (3.90)
where R0 and R1 are real-valued matrices of maximum dimension 2×2, and both
QB and QC form orthogonal bases. According to (3.77) and (3.76), the blending















and P = R0 +
ω2n,cl − ω2n
2(ζωn − ζclωn,cl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
z
R1. (3.92)
Solving the equivalent optimization problem (3.78) yields





which allows computation of ku(φ
∗) and ky(φ
∗) by inserting φ = φ∗ into Equa-
tion (3.91). Note that due to the given periodicity of ku(φ), the search for an
optimal φ∗ may be restricted to an interval of size π, e.g., φ ∈ [0, π[. The optimal
input and output blending vectors are then obtained from Equation (3.74) as
k∗u = QBku(φ
∗) and k∗y = QCky(φ
∗). (3.94)
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Eventually, the desired closed-loop dynamics are achieved by closing the loop










Note that Equations (3.91) to (3.93) assume the case rankP = 2. The com-
putation greatly simplifies in case rankP < 2 or when only a single input or
output is considered, see Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. For the singular case with
ζωn = ζclωn,cl, the matrix R1 is replaced by R0 and P is replaced by R1 in
Equations (3.91) and (3.93). The optimal blending vectors are then computed







To demonstrate the blending-based pole placement approach, the mode M(s)
of the first numerical example from Section 3.2.6 is considered. The control
objective is to achieve critical damping, i.e., ζcl = 1, while the natural frequency
should remain unaffected, i.e., ωn,cl = ωn =
√
2. In other words, it is desired to
move the open-loop conjugate complex pole pair p1,2 = −1±1j onto the real axis
as p1 = p2 = −1 using the developed pole placement control approach. Note that
increasing the damping without changing the frequency of a conjugate complex
pole pair is considered as active damping as discussed in Section 3.3.3. According
to Equation (3.66), the required location of the zero z = 0, which results in P =
R0 when inserted into Equation (3.68). Solving the unconstrained optimization
problem (3.78) yields φ∗ = 0.333. Inserting this value into Equations (3.76)












From Equation (3.69), the corresponding minimum feedback gain is obtained as










3.3 Blending-based Pole Placement
Note that the optimization problem (3.78) has multiple solutions as, actually,
φ∗ = 0.333 + kπ, k ∈ Z. This ambiguity affects the signs of k∗u and k∗y , which
cancel out when multiplying the two vectors. Therefore, the resulting controller
K is uniquely given by Equation (3.97).
Arbitrary Pole Placement
To illustrate the principle further, the absolute feedback gain |λ| required for
placing the conjugate complex pole pair at other locations in the complex plane
is computed and depicted in Figure 3.7. As expected, |λ| increases with the
distance of the closed-loop pole from the open-loop pole. Additional solid lines
in Figure 3.7 summarize the possible closed-loop pole locations which require
the same zero z. The dashed line indicates the singular case ωnζ = ωn,clζcl,
which can be interpreted as z = ∞. For z = 0, the natural frequency remains
constant and only the relative damping is affected. Note that Figure 3.7 shows





























































Figure 3.7: Illustration of the feedback gain magnitude |λ| required for shifting
the given pole ( ) in the complex plane. Constant values of the zero
z introduced by blending inputs and outputs are marked as solid
lines. The dashed vertical line indicates the singular case z =∞.
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Comparison of Different Controllability and Observability Measures
The developed pole placement algorithm computes blending vectors which place
the zero z from Equation (3.66) at a specific location depending on the open-
and closed-loop poles. An interesting question is now, where to place the zero
z in order to maximize the different controllability and observability measures
reviewed in Section 3.1.2. Considering the H2 norm as a corresponding measure,
an optimal location of z is automatically obtained when applying theH2-optimal
blending vectors derived in Section 3.2. For other controllability and observabil-
ity measures, more insight can be obtained by first computing optimal blending
vectors for different values of z and then evaluating the corresponding measures.
Note that this is enabled by the fact that blending vectors designed for placing
the zero z at a predefined location always maximize the system gain |r1| of the
blended mode, see Equation (3.71). This allows a numerical evaluation of the
close relation of different modal controllability and observability measures as
shown in the following example.
In what follows, five different controllability and observability measures are
compared, which are all normalized such that they are within the interval [0 1].
Considering the H2, H∞ and Hankel (H) system norm, the corresponding mea-




where is a place holder for “H2”, “H∞” or “H” denoting the respective system
norm. See Section 3.1.2 for the definition of the corresponding system norms.










where σH,k(•) denote the Hankel singular values of the place holder •, which is an
LTI system of order nx = 2 in this case. Lastly, controllability and observability







with rjl denoting the entries of the residue R ∈ Cny×nu of M(s) = Rs−p + R̄s−p̄ .
Note that in Equation (3.100), the Litz dominance measure of the blended
mode is normalized by the sum of the individual Litz dominance measures of
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the original mode, whereby |p| = |p̄| cancels out. See Definition 3.2 for more
details on the Litz dominance measure.
The normalized controllability and observability measures introduced in Equa-
tions (3.98) to (3.100) are compared at the example mode M(s) given in Equa-
tion (3.52). To that end, optimal blending vectors are first derived for different
values of the zero z using the algorithm summarized in Section 3.3.4. Subse-
quently, the blending vectors are applied to M(s) and the respective measures
are computed. The results are depicted in Figure 3.8, where the zero z∗ = −1.43
from H2-optimal blending is marked with a vertical line. It can be seen that the
different controllability and observability measures reach their maximum for
different but almost identical values of z. This confirms the mostly qualita-
tive comparison of the different controllability and observability measures from
Section 3.2.4. An exception is ηLitz , which remains almost constant and even de-
creases slightly around z∗. However, this discrepancy reduces as expected when
decreasing the magnitude of the relative damping |ζ|, which is, with a value of
1/
√
2, relatively large in this example. Note that for an undamped mode, the
H2-optimal blending vectors are also optimal in terms of the Litz dominance
measure, see Section 3.2.4 for more details. Furthermore, it is noted that the
almost equal values of the different measures for z = 0 are a special property of
the given example and cannot be generalized.






































Figure 3.8: Comparison of modal controllability and observability measures for
different values of the zero z.
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3.4 Spillover Suppression
The blending-based control approaches derived in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 focus
on individual modes to be controlled while residual modes are not considered.
However, residual modes may still be excited and measured by the blended
inputs and blended outputs, which is commonly known as spillover [121]. To
avoid spillover, the modes to be controlled need to be well decoupled. This
can be achieved by applying dynamic filters, where a sufficient separation in
frequency of the targeted and the residual modes is required. Alternatively, it is
proposed to exploit the shape of the residual modes and enforce the input and
output blending vectors to be orthogonal on them.
3.4.1 Dynamic Filtering
In case the residual modes are well separated in frequency from the mode to be
controlled, dynamic filtering allows suppressing an excitation or measurement
of the residual modes. On the one hand, this can be achieved by a band-pass
filter which emphasizes the frequency of the targeted mode while suppressing
the residual modes. On the other hand, band-stop or notch filters can be used to
explicitly suppress individual residual modes. Typically, both approaches require
the frequencies of the corresponding modes to be well-known. If this is not the
case, it is proposed, e.g., in [12], to use a phase-locked loop filter which identifies
the frequency of a mode based on the phase of the system response. Note,
however, that the phase-locked loop filter requires a sufficiently high signal-to-
noise ratio besides well separated natural frequencies of the considered modes.
For more advanced and adaptive filtering techniques see, e.g., [58, 88, 164].
Regarding blending vector design, it is required to first apply the respec-
tive spillover suppression filters and then carry out the modal decomposition
for computing the corresponding blending vectors. This is important since the
spillover suppression filters change the system dynamics from the controller
point of view. To suppress an excitation or measurement of the residual modes,
corresponding filters need to be added to each control input and measurement
output. Thereby, it is typically sufficient to either filter the control commands
or the measurement signals but not both. In case multiple modes are controlled,
it is also important that the individual modal controllers do not interfere. This
can be achieved by using a different set of spillover suppression filters for each
modal controller, see Section 3.1.3 for more details. Note that in case a modal
controller is designed using the same linear filter for each signal, the correspond-
ing filter can be seen as a part of the SISO controller since individually filtering
each signal is equivalent to filtering the blended signal.
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3.4.2 Blending Vector Design with Explicit Mode Decoupling
In case controlled and residual modes are not well separated in frequency,
it is proposed to suppress spillover by considering explicit mode decoupling
constraints during blending vector design. More precisely, the input or out-
put blending vectors ku ∈ Rnu or ky ∈ Rny are enforced to be orthogonal
on the input or output matrix Br or Cr of the corresponding residual mode
Mr (s) = Cr (sI −Ar )−1Br . The reasoning is that Mr (s) is uncontrollable from
a blended control input when
Brku = 0 (3.101)
and unobservable from a blended measurement output when
CTr ky = 0. (3.102)
For more details see the discussion on modal controllability and observability
in Section 3.1.2. As a result, a set of residual modes {Mr (s)}nrr=1 ⊂ {Mi(s)}nii=1
is explicitly decoupled when augmenting the original blending vector design
problems derived in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 with the constraints[





ku = 0, (3.103)
[
C1 . . . Cnr
]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
RTy
ky = 0. (3.104)











C1 . . . Cnr
]T
, (3.106)
which collect the input and output matrices of the considered residual modes.
If one of the null spaces is empty, i.e., rankRu = nu or rankRy = ny, the
decoupled blending vector design problem is infeasible. This also implies that
for a finite number of inputs and outputs, the number of residual modes which
can be made uncontrollable or unobservable is limited. Note, however, that
for mode decoupling it may be sufficient to make the residual modes either
uncontrollable or unobservable but not both.
In order to solve the blending vector design problem augmented with the mode
decoupling constraints (3.103) and (3.104), the original optimization variables
ku and ky are replaced by
ku = Nu k̂u and ky = Ny k̂y , (3.107)
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respectively. The blended mode then becomes




y M(s)Nu︸ ︷︷ ︸
M̂(s)
k̂u , (3.108)
which means that the decoupling constraints are incorporated into blending vec-
tor design by simply replacing the original targeted mode M(s) with M̂(s) =
NTy M(s)Nu . Solving the considered blending vector design problem for M̂(s)
instead of M(s) yields the optimal blending vectors k̂∗u and k̂
∗
y , from which the




y = Nu k̂
∗
u are then obtained according
to Equation (3.107). Since Nu and Ny act as unitary linear transformations,
neither the objective function nor the norm of the blending vectors is changed.
Note that the null spaces for mode decoupling must be included before decom-
posing the mode by means of Lemma A.1 for the numerically efficient blending
vector design algorithms proposed in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.2. Furthermore, it
is noted that the additional mode decoupling constraints typically decrease the
maximum achievable efficiency factor η defined in Equation (3.21) and thereby
increase the required feedback gains. Hence, the designer must trade off the
importance of decoupling from individual modes and the drawbacks associated
with larger feedback gains.
Besides, the described procedure for mode decoupling may also be used to
eliminate a non-zero feedthrough matrix D 6= 0. For this purpose, the right or
left singular vectors of D need to be added as columns to Ru or Ry , respectively.
As a result, kTy Dk
T
u = 0, which means that direct feedthrough is successfully
suppressed. Alternatively, the feedthrough term may also be directly subtracted
from the computed control inputs as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
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3.5 Handling Actuator Constraints using Control Allocation
In the case of actuator constraints like saturation or faults, controller perfor-
mance may be degraded or, in the worst-case, the closed-loop may even become
unstable. To counteract this, it is proposed to augment the existing blending-
based controller with a control allocation scheme. In general, the objective of
a control allocation algorithm is to compute a control input u from a virtual
control command vu which can be realized by the given set of actuators [72].
Assuming sufficient control authority, the input blending matrix Ku can hence
be seen as a control allocation since it distributes vu to u. However, this kind
of unconstrained control allocation may be unrewarding if control authority is
limited, i.e., the capability of the actuators is constrained. In that case, it is rec-
ommended to use constrained control allocation which also considers actuator
constraints. Typically, the constrained control allocation problem is formulated
as an optimization problem which is solved at each time sample. If the optimiza-
tion problem is infeasible, i.e., the virtual control command cannot be realized
adequately, controller performance is necessarily degraded, which is commonly
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Figure 3.9: Closed-loop interconnection of plant with blending-based controller
and control allocation.
The control allocation scheme proposed herein is depicted in Figure 3.9, where





with Λ(s) collecting on its diagonal the individual SISO controllers λj(s), j =
1, . . . , nj . The given scheme is a reformulation of the more common control allo-
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cation scheme described, i.e., in [72] such that the augmentation of the blending-
based nominal controller becomes clearly visible. In general, it is desired that
the constrained control allocation is only active when the nominal control input
û = Ku vu exceeds the upper or lower actuator limit umin ∈ Rnu≤0 or umax ∈ Rnu≥0.
If this is the case, a control input redistribution vector ∆u ∈ Rnu is added to the
nominal control input û such that the resulting control input is within actuator
limits and nominal controller performance is not affected. In case no feasible
∆u can be found, controller performance is degraded such that a feasible ∆u
exists, which is realized by reducing the virtual control command vu by
∆vu = diag (τ) vu =
τ1 . . . 0... . . . ...
0 . . . τnj
 vu . (3.110)
In Equation (3.110), τ ∈ Rnj denotes the slack variable, where its elements
τj ∈ [0 1] indicate the relative performance degradation of the individual SISO
controllers cj , j = 1, . . . , nj . This means that for τj = 1, the respective SISO
controller cj is actually inactive and τj = 0 denotes the nominal case without
any performance degradation.
Eventually, the resulting control input is computed as
u = Ku vu −Ku diag (τ) vu + ∆u = û −Ku ∆vu︸ ︷︷ ︸
ū
+∆u, (3.111)
where ū denotes the reduced nominal control input. All in all, the described
control allocation scheme features three different modes which are summarized
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Control allocation modes.
mode description ∆u τ control input
unconstrained (nominal control) = 0 = 0 umin ≤ û ≤ umax
redistribution only 6= 0 = 0 umin ≤ û + ∆u ≤ umax
redistribution + performance reduction 6= 0 6= 0 umin ≤ ū + ∆u ≤ umax
For computing a suitable control input redistribution ∆u, the objective is that
the redistribution vector should be minimal in terms of some p-norm, where p is
typically chosen as 1 or 2. To maintain controller performance, ∆u is enforced
to be orthogonal on the input blending matrix Ku and hence on the nominal
control input û = Ku vu . In case the input blending vectors are designed taking
into account the mode decoupling constraints introduced in Section 3.4.2, it is
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further desirable that ∆u is also orthogonal on the input matrices Br of all
considered residual modes Mr (s) = Cr (sI − Ar )−1Br , r = 1, . . . , nr. Addition-
ally, it is also desired that the performance degradation is minimal, which is
considered by further minimizing the p-norm of the slack variable τ . Eventually,
the optimization problem for control allocation is formulated as
minimize
∆u∈Rnu ,τ∈Rnj
‖Wu ∆u‖p + ‖Wτ τ‖p
subject to 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1
umin ≤ u ≤ umax
∆uT
[







where u is computed according to Equation (3.111). In Equation (3.112), the
positive definite weighting matrices Wu ∈ Rnu×nu and Wτ ∈ Rnj×nj are in-
troduced in the objective function for balancing the priority of the individual
control inputs and modal SISO controllers. Typically, both matrices are diago-
nal and Wτ is chosen much larger than Wu in order to prioritize redistribution
over performance reduction. Besides, the constraint 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 is considered in
Equation (3.112) to ensure that controller performance is only decreased but
not increased (τ > 0) or even “inverted” (τ < 0). Note that to ensure a feasible
solution, it is required that umin ≤ 0 and umax ≥ 0, because in that case a
feasible solution can always be obtained by turning off the controller setting
τ = 1 and ∆u = 0. To further consider actuator faults, the actuator constraints
umin ≤ u ≤ umax are commonly adapted in real-time [72], e.g., by setting the
upper and lower limits of a faulty actuator to zero. This ensures that the faulty
actuator is not used and the desired control commands are redistributed.
In order to efficiently solve the optimization problem (3.112), the given equal-
ity constraints are eliminated by substituting the control input redistribution
as
∆u = N∆u ∆ũ, (3.113)
where N∆u ∈ Rnu×nũ denotes an orthonormal basis of the null space of
RT =
[
Ku B1 . . . Bnr
]T
. (3.114)
Note that if rankR = nu, its null space is empty and redistribution is not
possible, i.e., ∆u = 0 for all times, which implies that the system is not suf-
ficiently over-actuated. With ∆ũ as a new optimization variable, the original
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optimization problem (3.112) is turned into
minimize
∆ũ∈Rnũ ,τ∈Rnj
‖Wu N∆u ∆ũ‖p + ‖Wτ τ‖p
subject to umin ≤ u ≤ umax
0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.
(3.115)
In case p = 1, Equation (3.115) represents a linear program which can be solved
efficiently by using, e.g., the simplex method [110]. In case p = 2, a quadratic
program is obtained which is convex and hence can be solved efficiently by using,
i.e., interior-point methods [22]. In general, the 2-norm minimization tends to
use a large number of actuators to a smaller degree in comparison to a 1-norm
minimization, which commonly favors the use of a smaller number of actuators
but to a higher degree [19]. Furthermore, it is noted that uniqueness of a feasible
solution is usually only guaranteed when formulating the objective function in
terms of the 2-norm [72].
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In general, aeroelastic systems like highly flexible aircraft are described by an
interconnection of aerodynamic, elastic and inertial forces. This so-called aeroe-
lastic triangle of forces is depicted in Figure 4.1 and named after Arthur Rod-
erick Collar [24]. To compute the individual forces, models of the aerodynamics
and the structural dynamics are derived and subsequently interconnected. Also
adding sensor equations and actuator models, an integrated aeroelastic model
for controller synthesis is obtained featuring multiple control inputs and mea-
surement outputs. The overall aeroelastic modeling procedure used herein is





Figure 4.1: Collar’s aeroelastic triangle of forces.
4.1 Structural Dynamics Model
The dynamics of the flexible structure are described by a finite element (FE)
model, where each node features up to three translational and three rotational





where Mstrc, Bstrc and Kstrc denote the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of
the FE model. Note that the damping matrix Bstrc is often poorly known and
hence assumptions like the Rayleigh damping [131] are typically applied. Since
FE models are usually of very large dimension, they are commonly reduced by
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Guyan reduction [53] and modal truncation [102]. For modal truncation, a modal
decomposition, also called modal analysis, is carried out. Taking into account the
assumptions from [162], the thereby obtained structural modes can be divided
into rigid-body and flexible modes. This allows describing the decoupled rigid
body motions also with a different set of equations, which may be required in
case of large amplitudes. For instance, it is recommended to describe the rigid-
body motions of flexible aircraft by the nonlinear equations of motions from
flight mechanics when performing extreme flight maneuvers [79]. Note that the
structural modes described here are not to be confused with aeroelastic modes,
which are obtained by carrying out a modal decomposition on the full aeroelastic
model and generally contain contributions from numerous structural modes. For
more insights on modeling of flexible structures in general and of aircraft, see,
e.g., [103] and [144], respectively.
4.2 Aerodynamics Model
The aerodynamics are modeled in frequency domain using the doublet lattice
method (DLM) [3]. The DLM captures both steady and unsteady aerodynamics
and discretizes the lifting surfaces by so-called aerodynamic panels. The derived
aerodynamics model Qaero(s) computes the aerodynamic loads caused by the
sourrounding airflow, which includes contributions from the structural displace-
ments xstrc and the flap deflections δflap. To also consider gusts, the gust field is
evaluated at each aerodynamic panel and the orthogonal components, normal-
ized by the free stream velocity v∞, are collected in wgust. Based on that, the









with Qaero(s) depending on the velocity, Mach number and dynamic pressure of
the free stream. Assuming that the gust field is one dimensional and orthogonal
to the free stream velocity, the normalized gust velocity of the foremost panel
w
(0)















where ∆xp, p = 1, .., np denotes the distance from the foremost panel to the
panel p in downstream direction. Thereby, the high-dimensional gust input wgust
can be replaced by the scalar gust input w
(0)
gust, which decreases the computa-
tional effort for gust simulations. In order to realize the aeroelastic model in
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state space, e.g., for controller design, rational function approximations are car-
ried out on Gdelay(s) and Qaero(s). For the gust delay model Gdelay(s), Padé
approximation is typically used, where the resulting model order can be re-
duced by grouping the aerodynamic panels in zones [78]. Thereby, it is worth
to mention that the simplest but least accurate way to model a gust input is to
consider only a single gust zone, i.e., that the gust acts at all aerodynamic pan-
els simultaneously. For the aerodynamics model Qaero(s), a well-established and
reliable method has been proposed by Roger [135], which usually yields models
of relatively high order. To avoid this, different low-order approximations have
been proposed, e.g., in [77] or [130]. In any case, a careful balancing between
model order and model accuracy is required as discussed, e.g., in [76] and [80].
4.3 Actuators and Sensors
The actuators driving the flaps are typically identified separately and the derived
transfer functions are collected on the diagonal ofGflap(s). In doing so, the actual
flap deflections are computed as





flap denotes flap deflections commanded by the control system. Note
that the actuator model Gflap(s) commonly includes delays from signal process-
ing and features a low-pass characteristic introduced by the physical inertia of
the actuator and flap.
For feedback control, the system response to external disturbances like gusts
needs to be measured. Commonly, this includes measurements of rotational rates
yrate and translational accelerations yacc at different locations on the structure
and in different spatial directions. Furthermore, strain gauges are installed to
verify the structural loads yload with and without active control. The individual












and depend on the displacements xstruct of the structural model as well as its
derivatives. Note that xstruct captures both rigid-body motions and the flexible
deformations of the aircraft structure as described in Section 4.1. In Equa-
tion (4.3), the matrices Trate and Tacc describe a transformation from the nodal
to the corresponding sensor coordinate system(s). The cut loads at a certain
cross section yload = TloadKstrcxstrc are obtained by summing up the nodal
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loads Kstrcxstrc using the linear transformation matrix Tload. Note that the
nodal loads are computed here using the so-called mode displacement method
and may also be computed using, e.g., the well-known force summation method.
See [17] or [41] for more details and comparative studies. Besides the measure-
ments of the aircraft response ymeas, the velocity of the free stream is typically
also measured and used for control. Thereby, it is worth to mention that common
conventions for qualifying free stream velocity are true airspeed, equivalent air-
speed, calibrated airspeed and indicated airspeed. Note that the different types
of airspeed can easily be computed from each other assuming that parameters
like air density or instrument error are known, see, e.g., [51] for more details.
4.4 Model Integration
In order to obtain the integrated aeroelastic model, the structural dynamics
model from Section 4.1 is coupled with the aerodynamics model from Section 4.2.
This is achieved by setting
pext = paero + pother,
where pother summarizes any other loads acting on the structure, e.g. from en-
gines, landing gears, clamping, aerodynamic drag or gravitation. Furthermore,
the actuator dynamics and measurement equations described in Section 4.3 are
considered in the integrated model. The resulting interconnection of the indi-
vidual models is depicted in Figure 4.2. The described modeling procedure is
used in the following chapter for deriving accurate models of the aeroelastic sys-
















Figure 4.2: Integrated aeroelastic model.
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In this chapter, the blending-based control approaches introduced in Chapter 3
are applied to three different aeroelastic systems. To that end, detailed aeroelas-
tic models of the considered systems are derived using the modeling procedure
described in Chapter 4. As a first aeroelastic system, a large transport aircraft
is considered for which a gust load alleviation (GLA) system is designed in or-
der to reduce structural loads during gust encounters. For comparison reasons,
both the H2-optimal blending approach and the blending-based pole placement
approach are applied with the goal to increase the damping of the highly flex-
ible aircraft structure. Secondly, the operational velocity range of an UAV is
successfully extended by actively suppressing flutter, demonstrating the appli-
cability of the H2-optimal blending approach to unstable systems. Finally, an
actively controlled flexible wing is tested in a wind tunnel, where the blending-
based control law includes control allocation to consider actuator limitations
and faults. Furthermore, it is noted that parts of this chapter were published in
separate research articles [30, 31, 115, 123, 127, 128, 151, 167].
5.1 Active Gust Load Alleviation for a Large Transport Aircraft
In this section, the blending-based control approaches proposed in Chapter 3 are
applied to a large transport aircraft in order to reduce its structural loads dur-
ing gust encounters. This is also known as active GLA and considered as a key
technology to improve the performance of next-generation aircraft [132]. The
twin-engined transport aircraft taken into account is originally designed within
the DLR project Digital-X [84] and augmented as described in [123]. The highly
flexible wings of the aircraft feature a span of 58 m and are sensitive to external
disturbances like gusts. In comparison to conventional transport aircraft, the
considered aircraft is equipped with an increased number of sensors and control
surfaces. This allows for better control of the aircraft and its flexible deforma-
tions but also leads to new challenges in controller design. To handle the large
number of control inputs and measurement outputs, the H2-optimal blending
approach and the blending-based pole placement approach from Chapter 3 are
applied and compared. To that end, a high-dimensional aeroelastic model of
the transport aircraft is derived as described in Section 5.1.1. The loads dom-
inating aeroelastic modes are systematically identified and isolated by means
of blending control inputs and measurement outputs. Thereby, the same mode
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decoupling constraints are considered for both blending approaches to ensure
comparability. The isolated modes can then be individually damped by sepa-
rate SISO controllers, which are designed and tuned in a systematic way taking
into account actuator constraints and robustness requirements. The two dif-
ferent controller designs are described in Section 5.1.2, where the achieved load
reduction is thoroughly evaluated in Section 5.1.3 considering different gust exci-
tations. The encouraging results reveal the suitability of the proposed blending-
based control approaches for active GLA, especially when a large number of
measurements and control surfaces is available.
5.1.1 Aircraft Modeling and Analysis
The considered large transport aircraft is modeled according to Chapter 4. To
that end, the aircraft is discretized by 2998 aerodynamic panels and 133 struc-
tural nodes, which are both depicted in Figure 5.1. To control the highly flexible
Figure 5.1: Discretized aircraft model with aerodynamic boxes (black) and
structural nodes (red).
aircraft, it features a pair of elevators and 9 equally distributed control surfaces
on the trailing edge of each wing. The actuator of each control surface is approx-
imated by a second-order Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of ωc = 40 rad/s. The response of the flexible aircraft is captured by 11 dis-
tributed intertial measurement units (IMUs), where 2 IMUs are located on the
tips of the horizontal tail plane (HTP), 3 IMUs are located on each wing and
3 IMUs are located along the fuselage. Each of the IMUs measures rotational
rates and translational accelerations in three spatial directions, resulting in 66
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measurement signals available for feedback control. Furthermore, strain gauges
are placed at the wing root in order to monitor structural loads and validate the
GLA controller performance. The location of the strain gauges, the IMUs and
control surfaces are depicted in Figure 5.2. Additionally, a vertical gust input is
Figure 5.2: Location of control surfaces ( ), inertial measurement units ( )
and strain gauges ( ).
modeled by grouping aerodynamic panels into 30 zones in the direction of flight,
where the time delay for each zone is modeled using Padé approximations.
For GLA controller design, a single flight point at an altitude of 9108 m
and Mach 0.86 is taken into account, where an international standard atmo-
sphere [69] is assumed. At this flight point, gust encounters cause the maximum
wing root bending moment (WRBM), which is known to be a major driver for
wing sizing [85]. Herein, only symmetric vertical gust encounters are considered,
meaning that the gusts and hence the resulting aircraft response are equal on
the left- and right-hand side of the aircraft. Thus, all asymmetric structural
modes can be discarded without loss of modeling accuracy. Eventually, a linear
longitudinal aircraft model with 264 states is obtained.
Carrying out a modal decomposition on this model, the corresponding aeroe-
lastic modes are obtained, where the first seven modes are listed in Table 5.1. As
it is typical for highly flexible aeroelastic systems, all modes besides the rigid-
body modes are very lightly damped and the spacing between the respective
frequencies is small. In the longitudinal aircraft model given here, only one rigid
body mode is present which describes a rapid pitching motion and is commonly
denoted as “short period mode”. In general, the coupling of airspeed and flight
altitude is described by another rigid-body mode commonly known as “phugoid
mode”, which is neglected here since its contribution to the WRBM is minor
and a constant airspeed is assumed.
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In order to determine the aeroelastic modes which have a large contribution to
the WRBM, a modal dominance measure based on the H2 norm is introduced.
To that end, Md)pi is defined as the transfer function of a single aeroelastic
mode i from the vertical gust input to the WRBM output, or in general terms,
from the disturbance inputs d to the performance outputs p. Based on that,
the dominance of each mode is quantified by ‖Md)pi ‖H2 , where the H2 norm is
used in a similar manner as for the evaluation of the combined controllability
and observability in Section 3.2.1. Considering the given aeroelastic modes, the
first and second wing bending mode are the most dominant ones as expected
and given in Table 5.1. Note that in Table 5.1, the transfer function Md)pi
is normalized by the H2 norm of the 1st wing bending mode ‖Md)p2 ‖H2 . The
respective modal dominances can also be recognized in the open-loop frequency
response from the vertical gust input to the WRBM output in Figure 5.7 in
Section 5.1.3. This frequency response check ensures that individual modes do
not cancel out in the overall system response as described, e.g., in [89]. For the
purpose of GLA, it is hence desired to actively damp the two wing bending
modes, which is described in the following subsection.
Table 5.1: Symmetric aeroelastic modes in the frequency range of interest.
i mode name ωn,i (rad/s) ζi (-) ‖Md)pi ‖H2 objective
1 short period 1.6 0.42 0.167 decouple
2 wing bending (1st) 10.9 0.12 1.000 damp
3 fuselage bending 15.6 0.03 0.033 -
4 engine 18.4 0.03 0.019 -
5 wing transverse 21.9 0.03 0.067 decouple
6 wing bending (2nd) 25.2 0.05 0.175 damp
7 HTP bending 34.4 0.05 0.038 decouple
5.1.2 Gust Load Alleviation Controller Design
The goal of the GLA system is to increase the relative damping of the first
and second wing bending mode and thereby reduce the WRBM during gust
encounters. To that end, the H2-optimal blending approach from Section 3.2
and the blending-based pole placement approach from Section 3.3 are used and
compared. In both control approaches, the inputs and outputs of the underlying
system are blended such that each of the two bending modes is isolated and can
be individually controlled by a SISO controller.
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Blending of Inputs and Outputs
Before actually blending inputs and outputs, the measurement signals are nor-
malized as proposed in Section 3.2.4 as they are of different units. Furthermore,
it is desired to adequately isolate the targeted modes, which is achieved by
applying the mode decoupling constraints introduced in Section 3.4.2. For the
given aeroelastic model, however, a full mode decoupling cannot be achieved
since the number of control inputs and measurement outputs is smaller than
the number of states. Nevertheless, most of the given aeroelastic modes feature
a minor controllability and observability and hence, it is acceptable to decouple
the two bending modes only from the short period, the wing transverse, and
the HTP bending mode. Thereby, it is sufficient to either make the three modes
uncontrollable from the virtual inputs or unobservable from the virtual outputs.
Here, the latter is chosen since the number of measurements is much larger than
the number of control surfaces. In doing so, a larger blending efficiency factor
η, defined in Equation (3.21), is obtained, resulting in a smaller feedback gain
required for a certain damping increase. Besides, the short period mode must
not be excited by the GLA system in order to maintain adequate handling qual-
ities. To that end, the short period mode is not only made unobservable but
also made uncontrollable when applying the blending vectors. In that way, it is
not only ensured that the dynamics of the short period mode are maintained,
i.e., the underlying pole pair is not moved, but also that it is not excited at all
by the GLA system. In addition to that, the resulting virtual inputs and vir-
tual outputs also need to be decoupled from each other to enable individually
controlling the modes they are dedicated to. This is achieved by enforcing the
input and output blending vectors associated with one mode to be orthogonal
on the input and output pole vectors of the other mode.
Considering that the damping of both bending modes should be increased
without affecting their natural frequency, the goal for blending-based pole place-
ment is to find blending vectors which place the zero z in the origin. See Equa-
tion (3.66) in Section 3.3.1 for more details. In comparison to that, the H2-
optimal blending vector design places the zero z of the blended mode such that
the blending efficiency factor η becomes maximum. Consequently, the η obtained
from H2-optimal blending always yields the largest achievable η and hence is
considered as an upper bound. The resulting efficiency factors are compared in
Table 5.2, where the expected degradation of η when enforcing mode decoupling
can also be seen.
Taking into account mode decoupling, the resulting efficiency factors fromH2-
optimal blending are approximately twice as big as the ones from the blending-
based pole placement. This is also visible in Figure 5.3, where the frequency
responses from the virtual inputs to the virtual outputs, each one dedicated
to one of the targeted modes, also differ by a similar factor. The peaks at the
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Table 5.2: Comparison of blending efficiency factor η.
aeroelastic mode 1st bending 2nd bending
mode decoupling yes no yes no
H2-optimal blending 0.23 0.96 0.20 0.93
blending-based pole placement 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.14
natural frequency of the first and second wing bending mode indicate a good
controllability and observability of the respective mode while the contribution
of other nearby modes is negligibly small. Additionally, the virtual input of
one mode is hardly measurable by the virtual output of the other mode, as
required for independent mode control. The achieved decoupling can also be
examined in terms of invariant zeros which are placed at the location of the
poles which should not be affected when closing the loop. To illustrate this, the
corresponding pole-zero maps are plotted in Figure 5.6 in Section 5.1.2 for both
blending approaches.
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Figure 5.3: Frequency response from virtual inputs vu,j to virtual outputs vy,j
for the 1st (j = 1) and 2nd (j = 2) wing bending mode, compar-
ing H2-optimal blending ( ) and blending-based pole placement
( ).
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SISO Controller Design for Modal Damping
Herein, the goal of reducing the structural loads during gust encounters is trans-
lated to increasing the damping of the loads dominating first two wing bending
modes. To this end, the input and output blending vectors ku and ky , designed
for controlling the mode M(s), are applied to the full order system G(s), which
approximately yields
kTy G(s)ku ≈ kTy M(s)ku =
αs+ β
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
, (5.1)
with α ∈ R and β ∈ R. In other words, M(s) is well decoupled from G(s)
allowing for an individual mode control using a SISO controller. Hence, the
original MIMO controller design problem becomes SISO one, where in this case,
the objective is to increase the relative damping ζ without affecting the natural
frequency ωn of M(s).
Considering the blending-based pole placement approach, the zero z = −β/α
is placed in the origin as described in the previous Section 5.1.2. This allows in-
creasing modal damping by means of a proportional feedback controller γ ∈ R,
which can be directly determined for a desired damping increase from Equa-
tion (3.96). Here, however, γ is considered as a free tuning parameter since
the damping increase is not known but rather subject to being maximized un-
der the constraints described below. In comparison to that, the H2-optimal
input and output blending yields a zero z 6= 0 for both targeted modes. In
that case, modal damping can be increased by the proportional-derivative con-
troller λ(s) = γ(s+ αω2n/β) as described in Appendix A.2. Since the respective
derivative term yields an undesired high-frequency amplification, it is commonly
approximated as s ≈ s/(Ts + 1), where here T = 5 ms is chosen here. Based











if β 6= 0 (H2-optimal blending)
γ if β = 0 (blending-based pole placement),
where γ ∈ R is considered as a free tuning parameter. Note that even if the gain
γ is tuned, it is always considered as minimal for achieving a certain damping
increase since this is guaranteed by the computed blending vectors.
For SISO controller tuning, the objective is to maximize the damping of the
corresponding targeted mode taking into account robustness requirements and
actuator limitations. To that end, the robustness of the control loop is evalu-
ated in terms of the symmetric disk margin [18], which is computed at each
of the multiple inputs and multiple outputs (loop-at-a-time). As a minimum
requirement, a 45◦ phase margin is demanded, which is equivalent to a 7.7 dB
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gain margin. Furthermore, control surface deflections and deflection rates are
restricted to ±5◦ and ±50 ◦/s, respectively. To ensure that these limitations are
not exceeded, time domain simulations for severe gust encounters are carried
out in Section 5.1.3. In general, a higher feedback gain γ yields a higher damp-
ing of the corresponding targeted mode. Hence, the goal is to find the largest
γ still fulfilling the robustness requirements and control surface deflection con-
straints, which are actually less restricting than the robustness constraints. For
computing the minimum robustness margins, each control loop can be evaluated
separately since the targeted modes are well decoupled. To confirm that this is
legitimate, the minimum symmetric disk margins of the individual control loops
are compared to the ones of the entire control loop, which are almost equal.
As a result, the two SISO controllers for damping the 1st and 2nd bending
mode can be tuned manually and independently of each other. To that end,
the minimum disk phase margins of each modal control loop are plotted over
γ in Figure 5.4, where both blending approaches are compared. Considering
the 45◦ phase margin requirement, a higher feedback gain and hence damping
is possible for the 1st wing bending mode compared to the 2nd wing bending
mode. This can also be seen in Figure 5.5, where the relative damping ζ is





















Feedback Gain γ (abs)
Pole Placement
Figure 5.4: Minimum loop-at-a-time disk phase margin when individually
damping the 1st ( ) and 2nd ( ) wing bending mode. The se-
lected feedback gains are marked with a dot.
plotted over the feedback gain γ. For both blending approaches, the damping ζ
of the two targeted modes is more than doubled when closing the loop, where
the blending-based pole placement yields the better results as summarized in
Table 5.3. The damping increase of the 1st and 2nd wing bending mode is also
visible in Figure 5.6, where the poles of the open- and closed-loop system are
compared. On the contrary, the residual modes are not, respectively barely,
affected when closing the loop. Plotting the frequency response from the vertical
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Table 5.3: Relative damping increase when closing the loop.
1st wing bending 2nd wing bending
H2-optimal blending +154 % +114 %
blending-based pole placement +174 % +159 %
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Figure 5.5: Relative damping of the 1st ( ) and 2nd ( ) wing bending mode















































Figure 5.6: Open-loop ( ) and closed-loop ( ) poles, and invariant zeros ( ) of
the longitudinal aircraft model with blended inputs and outputs.
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gust input to the WRBM output in Figure 5.7, the effect of the modal damping
increase on the WRBM can be seen. While the low frequency range, covering the
short period mode, is hardly affected, the resonance peaks of the 1st and 2nd wing
bending mode are clearly reduced. This gives reason to expect a considerable































Figure 5.7: Comparison of open-loop ( ) and closed-loop ( ) frequency re-
sponse from vertical gust input to wing root bending moment output
(normalized).
5.1.3 Controller Validation
In order to validate the designed GLA controller, stochastic and discrete gust
excitations are considered, which are taken from the certification requirements
for large transport aircraft [36, 38]. For stochastic gust excitations, the normal-
ized vertical gust velocity w
(0)
gust = GDryden(s)w is generated by filtering white
















Therein, the scale length L = 533.4 m, the free stream velocity v∞ = 260.86 m/s,
and the (severe) turbulence intensity σ = 6 m/s depend on the current flight
point and are selected according to [106]. The Dryden form filter (5.2) features a
low-pass characteristic with a cut-off frequency of around 0.5 rad/s as depicted
in Figure 5.8(a).
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For discrete gust excitations, the “1-cos” gust model described in [61] is used,

















where the gust design speed vds depends on the current flight point, the gust
length H and aircraft parameters like the maximum takeoff weight. According
to the certification requirements [36, 38], the airframe must withstand gust
lengths between 9 m and 107 m. For controller validation, nine different “1-cos”
gusts of different length, which are plotted in Figure 5.8(b), are considered. In
























































Figure 5.8: Dryden filter in (a) and “1-cos” gusts in (b) considered for controller
validation.
order to quantify the achieved WRBM reduction for “1-cos” gust encounters,
the maximum peak values of the resulting WRBM are computed. In comparison
to that, the WRBM reduction during Dryden gust excitation is quantified in
terms of the expected WRBM variance. For both excitation types, the blending-
based pole placement approach performs better than the H2-optimal blending
approach as it can be seen in Table 5.4. This was to be expected since a higher
modal damping is achieved with the blending-based pole placement approach
as discussed in Section 5.1.2.
Furthermore, the maximum control surface deflection and deflection rates for
the considered “1-cos” gusts are evaluated and summarized in Table 5.5. It
can be seen that for these extreme excitations, the actuator limits of ±5◦ and
±50 ◦/s are not exceeded. The length of the worst-case “1-cos” gust causing
the largest WRBM is determined as H = 94.5 m. For this gust, the open- and
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closed-loop response of the WRBM and pitch rate are compared in Figure 5.9.
The responses are almost identical for both blending approaches and it can be
seen that the pitch rate is hardly affected by the GLA control system. This is
a direct result of the explicit decoupling of the short period mode and of great
importance since the pitch rate is already controlled by the flight control system.
Furthermore, not only the peaks but also undesired oscillations of the WRBM
are clearly reduced. Summing up, both blending approaches show good GLA
capabilities, where the blending-based pole placement approach yields a better
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Figure 5.9: Normalized wing root bending moment (top) and pitch rate (bot-
tom) for the worst-case “1-cos” gust excitation with H = 94.5 m in
the open-loop ( ) and closed-loop ( ) case using H2-optimal
blending (left) and blending-based pole placement (right).
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Table 5.4: Reduction of the wing root bending moment for different gust models.
“1-cos” (peak) Dryden (variance)
H2-optimal blending −15.1 % −11.2 %
blending-based pole placement −16.6 % −11.7 %
Table 5.5: Maximum deflections and deflection rates of control surfaces for the
considered “1-cos” gust excitations.
max. deflection max. deflection rate
H2-optimal blending 4.8◦ 41.9 ◦/s
blending-based pole placement 4.6◦ 41.9 ◦/s
5.1.4 Conclusions
For the considered large transport aircraft, both the H2-optimal blending ap-
proach and the blending-based pole placement approach achieve an excellent
GLA performance. Blending the numerous control inputs and measurement
outputs, the loads dominating modes are well isolated from the high order
aeroelastic model. Thereby, an individual SISO controller design for damping
each targeted mode is enabled, where the respective controller parameters can
be tuned manually since they hardly interact. Both derived GLA controllers
are validated by standardized gust simulations, where the blending-based pole
placement approach yields slightly better results compared to the H2-optimal
blending approach. However, the blending-based pole placement directly yields
a static gain feedback controller with limited possibilities for controller tuning,
e.g., to satisfy robustness requirements or actuator limitations. In comparison,
the H2-optimal blending approach generally allows choosing an arbitrary SISO
controller, where herein, a fixed proportional-derivative structure is proposed
with only a single tuning parameter. However, it is assumed that selecting
a higher order SISO controller allows for an improved GLA performance by
specifically taking into account the residual modes which are not yet considered
during blending vector design. All in all, straight forward controller design pro-
cedures are derived for both blending-based control approaches proving their
applicability and effectiveness on high order aeroelastic systems.
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5.2 Active Flutter Suppression for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Flutter describes an unstable coupling of aerodynamics and structural mechan-
ics which typically occurs at higher airspeeds. Especially in highly fuel-efficient
aircraft designs, this adverse aeroelastic effect often limits the operational ve-
locity range of the aircraft. A promising technology to counteract this adverse
effect is active flutter suppression, where feedback control is used to stabilize
the aircraft beyond the critical flutter speed, see [94, 155, 156] for examples.
In this section, such an active flutter suppression system is designed and
validated for the UAV depicted in Figure 5.10. The considered UAV is spe-
cially developed for testing new flutter suppression technologies as a part of
the Horizon 2020 project Flutter Free FLight Envelope eXpansion for ecOnomic
Performance improvement (FLEXOP) [39]. The highly flexible, high aspect ra-
tio wings of the UAV feature a span of 7 m and tend to flutter above a certain
airspeed. To actively suppress this flutter and thereby expand the aircraft’s op-
erational velocity range, the wings are equipped with numerous control surfaces
and sensors. Furthermore, a 300 N jet engine is mounted on the dorsal surface of
the fuselage ensuring that the critical flutter speed can be reached for research
purposes.
Figure 5.10: The FLEXOP flutter demonstrator.
In Section 5.2.1, a nonlinear aeroelastic model of the demonstrator aircraft
is derived, which serves as a basis for flutter suppression controller design and
validation. For controller design, the H2-optimal blending approach from Sec-
tion 3.2 is applied, which allows isolating the critical flutter modes even if they
are within the same frequency range. As a result, each isolated flutter mode can
be stabilized by a separate SISO controller which is scheduled with airspeed.
A detailed description of the design and tuning of the overall flutter suppres-
sion controller is given in Section 5.2.2. The promising results of the achieved
flight envelope expansion, validated by nonlinear simulations, are discussed in
Section 5.2.3.
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5.2.1 Aircraft Modeling and Analysis
For flutter suppression controller design and validation, the highly flexible UAV
with a maximum takeoff weight of 65 kg is modeled as described in [167]. To
that end, the UAV is discretized by 3300 aerodynamic panels and 111 structural
nodes, which are both depicted in Figure 5.11. Based on that, the unsteady aero-
Figure 5.11: Discretized aircraft model with aerodynamic boxes (black) and
structural nodes (red).
dynamics model and the structural dynamics model are generated according to
Chapter 4. In the structural dynamics model, the first 50 flexible modes and
the nonlinear equations of motions from flight mechanics are considered. The
unsteady aerodynamics model is realized in state space using rational function
approximation according to Roger [135] and includes a gust input which acts
at all aerodynamic panels simultaneously. As control inputs, the UAV features
four ruddervators on the aircraft’s V-tail and four pairs of ailerons on the wing
as illustrated in Figure 5.12. For flutter control, only the outermost ailerons are
used while the remaining control surfaces are dedicated to primary flight control
and high lift generation. The actuators to steer the control surfaces are modeled
as second-order systems obtained from frequency-based system identification
and include position and rate limits. Furthermore, the thrust generated by the
jet engine and the aerodynamic drag are added as additional forces acting on
the aircraft structure at predefined locations. To compute the respective forces,
a polar-based drag model [138] and a nonlinear second-order model of the jet
engine [146] are included. The response of the highly flexible UAV is captured
by 13 IMUs located in the wings and near the center of gravity as illustrated
in Figure 5.12. Each of the IMUs measures rotational rates and translational
accelerations in different spatial directions, where only vertical acceleration and
pitch rate measurements are used for flutter control. The individual sensors are
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modeled as first-order linear systems including a sensor delay of 15 ms. Even-
tually, an integrated nonlinear aeroelastic model is obtained by combining the
individual models as described in Section 4.4. For more details on modeling of
the FLEXOP flutter demonstrator see also [167] and [100].
In order to perform a stability analysis on the FLEXOP flutter demonstra-
tor, the nonlinear model is linearized around steady horizontal flight at different
airspeeds. Subsequently, a modal decomposition is carried out on each of the
resulting LTI systems allowing for an individual analysis of the obtained aeroe-
lastic modes. The operational velocity range of the UAV is greatly limited by
two aeroelastic modes which turn unstable at higher airspeeds. Both unstable
modes describe flutter mechanisms based on a coupling of wing bending and
torsion, where the mode shape is of symmetric and asymmetric nature, respec-
tively. This is illustrated in Figure 5.13, which is obtained from high-fidelity
computational fluid dynamics simulations [139]. While the symmetric flutter
mode becomes unstable at around 52 m/s with 8.0 Hz (50.3 rad/s), the asym-
metric flutter mode follows at 54.5 m/s with 7.3 Hz (45.9 rad/s). This can also be
seen in Figure 5.14 which compares natural frequency and relative damping of
both flutter modes, where instability is indicated by a negative relative damp-
ing. To increase the aircraft’s operational velocity range, it is hence required
to stabilize the flutter modes, which is also denoted as flutter suppression as
described in the following subsection.
Figure 5.12: Locations of the inertial measurement units ( ) and outermost
pair of ailerons ( ) used for active flutter suppression. The jet
engine mounted on the fuselage dorsal surface is depicted in gray
( ).
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the employedGAF dataset can be regarded as sufficiently resolved across the kred range to ensure an
accurate flutter analysis for this low-speed aircraft configuration.
(a) Flutter mode 9.
(b) Flutter mode 8.





To reduce the number of required simulations for the FAC, theGAF matrix evaluated for the first
16 eigenmodes at 6 reduced frequencies is used as the input for all flutter investigations employing the
p-k-method.
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(b) Sensitivity of the flutter frequency.
Figure 20. Sensitivity of the flutter limits with regard to the number of considered modes.
(a) Symmetric Flutter Mode
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Figure 20. Sensitivity of the flutter limits with regard to the number of considered modes.
(b) Asymmetric Flutter Mode
Figure 5.13: Modeshapes of the dominating flutter modes [139].
5.2.2 Flutter Suppression Controller Design
For flutter suppression controller design, theH2-optimal blending approach from
Section 3.2 is applied. Thereby, the two flutter modes, which are close in fre-
quency but well distinguishable by their mode shapes, are decoupled and an
individual mode stabilization by dedicated SISO controllers is enabled. The
corresponding blending vectors and SISO c ntrollers are designed as follows.
Blending of Inputs and Outputs
The control inputs considered for active flutter suppression are the deflections
commanded to the outermost aileron on each wing. As measurement signals,
the pitch rate and vertical acceleration captured by the 13 different IMUs are
considered. Thereby, it is noted that the rate and acceleration measurements are
normalized as proposed in Section 3.2.4 since they are of different units. Subse-
quently, the H2-optimal blending vectors associated to the first (symmetric) and
second (asymmetric) flutter mode are computed according to Section 3.2.3. The
obtained input and output blending vectors mirror the shape of the underlying
modes and thus are also symmetric and asymmetric with respect to the corre-
sponding aileron and sensor positions. Furthermore, sensors at the outer part
of the wing are better suited to measure the corresponding flutter modes and
hence are higher weighted in the output blending vector. Since the mode shapes
change only slightly within the critical airspeed range, it is sufficient to com-
pute the blending vectors at a single airspeed of 60 m/s and hold them constant
within the whole flight envelope. Applying the computed blending vectors, the
virtual inputs vu,j and virtual outputs vy,j are generated, which are dedicated
to the symmetric (j = 1) and asymmetric (j = 2) flutter mode. The overall
achieved decoupling of the two flutter modes can be reviewed in the frequency
response depicted in Figure 5.15. It can be seen that the virtual input dedicated
to one mode is hardly measurable by the virtual output of the other mode,
which is required for an independent SISO controller design. The peaks at the
natural frequencies of the symmetric and asymmetric flutter mode further indi-
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Figure 5.14: Relative damping and natural frequency of the symmetric ( )
and asymmetric ( ) flutter mode, which turn unstable at around
52 m/s ( ) and 54.5 m/s ( ), respectively.
cate a good controllability and observability of the respective modes while the
contribution of other nearby modes is minor. Taking a look at the higher fre-
quency range, however, it has to be noticed that the flutter modes are not fully
decoupled from the rest of the system. Since the frequency separation is large,
however, this can be efficiently counteracted by dynamic filtering as described
in Section 3.4.1, which is considered in SISO controller design as follows.
SISO Controller Design
With the derived blending vectors, it is possible to design dedicated SISO con-
trollers for the symmetric (j = 1) and asymmetric (j = 2) flutter mode. The
structure of the SISO controllers is predefined as
λj(vias) = Wbp Wj(vias), (5.4)
where Wbp denotes a band-pass filter to ensure that no interference occurs with
the flight control system operating at lower frequencies and that higher fre-
quent modes are not excited. For both flutter modes, a Butterworth band-pass
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Figure 5.15: Bode-magnitude plots from virtual inputs vu,j to virtual outputs
vy,j dedicated to the symmetric (j = 1) and asymmetric (j = 2)
flutter modes. The plots are shown for 52 m/s ( ), 54 m/s ( ),
56 m/s ( ), 58 m/s ( ), and 60 m/s ( ) indicated airspeed.
filter of fourth order is chosen with a fixed passband from 40 rad/s to 400 rad/s.
The corresponding corner frequencies are selected such that both flutter modes
are well inside the passband and controller performance is affected as little as
possible. Since a large velocity range needs to be considered, the core of the
flutter suppression controller Wj(vias) is gain-scheduled with indicated airspeed
vias = vias(t). For better tuning capabilities, it is desired to keep the order of
Wj(vias) as small as possible, whereas a larger order may allow for a better
controller performance or robustness. Hence, a careful balancing between con-
troller order and performance is required. Herein, a satisfactory performance is
achieved when choosing a minimum order of two and one for the first (sym-
metric) and second (asymmetric) flutter mode, respectively. The corresponding
state space matrices Zj = {Aj , Bj , Cj , Dj} of Wj(vias) depend linearly on the
indicated airspeed, i.e. Zj = Zj(vias) = Zj,0 + Zj,1vias, where the matrices Zj,0
and Zj,1 are subject to be optimized. To that end, two separate robust con-
trol design problems are formulated according to [5] considering the predefined
parametric SISO controller structure. As explicit optimization constraints, a
gain margin of 6 dB and a phase margin of 45◦ are demanded on the blended
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input channel at an indicated airspeed of 30, 40, 50 and 60 m/s. The resulting
constrained multi-model optimization problems are non-convex and solved us-
ing Matlab’s systune routine based on non-smooth optimization techniques [7].
In Figure 5.16, the obtained SISO controllers without the band-pass filter are
depicted. Note that with increasing airspeed, the controller gain increases in the
symmetric case and decreases in the asymmetric case in the frequency range of







































Figure 5.16: Gain-scheduled SISO controllers W1(vias) for the symmetric flutter
mode and W2(vias) for the asymmetric flutter mode, with indicated
airspeed vias ranging from 30 to 70 m/s.
Linear Closed-Loop Analysis
Closing the two SISO loops stabilizes both flutter modes as it is illustrated in
the pole migration plot in Figure 5.17. The plot compares the open-loop poles
in gray to the closed-loop poles depicted in color dependent on the airspeed.
Clearly visible is the unstable behavior, i.e., the crossing to the right half plane
of the first (symmetric) and second (asymmetric) flutter mode in the open-
loop. With the flutter suppression controller, the symmetric flutter mode can
be stabilized up to airspeeds of 65.5 m/s. The asymmetric mode is stabilized
even beyond 70 m/s. Demanding additional single-loop robustness margins of
6 dB in gain and 45◦ in phase to the critical flight point leads to a maximum
operational speed of about 60 m/s. This still results in an increase in allowable
aircraft velocity of more than 15 % compared to the case without active flutter
suppression. Also noticeable is that the other poles of the system(s) are not
largely affected by the flutter suppression controller. This is acceptable anyways
since damping is rather increased than decreased. The linear analysis results
discussed in this section provide an initial validation of the controller. The next
mandatory step on the way to the implementation of the control algorithms on
the aircraft is to test them in a nonlinear simulation environment of the highly
flexible UAV.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the open-loop poles (gray) and closed-loop poles
(colored) dependent on indicated airspeed.
5.2.3 Controller Validation
To validate the derived flutter suppression controller, two different flight scenar-
ios are simulated using the nonlinear aircraft model from Section 5.2.1. The first
scenario is a stepwise acceleration in straight and level flight and the second one
is based on a predefined flight test pattern. For this purpose, the aircraft model
is augmented by the baseline flight controller derived in [114], which allows for
tracking parameters like flight direction, velocity, or altitude. By means of the
nonlinear simulations, the results from the linear closed-loop analysis in Sec-
tion 5.2.2 are validated, confirming the increase of the speed where the aircraft
becomes unstable.
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Stepwise Acceleration in Straight and Level Flight
In the first flight test scenario, the velocity of the aircraft is stepwise increased
until flutter occurs, with and without the flutter suppression controller. To that
end, the aircraft is first accelerated from its trim condition at 38 m/s to 50 m/s.
Then, its velocity is increased by 4 m/s steps until 62 m/s. In the case where
the flutter controller is inactive, the aircraft becomes unstable before reaching
54 m/s, which coincides well with the predicted behavior from linear analysis.
Turning on the flutter suppression controller, the aircraft is successfully stabi-
lized and velocity can be further increased using a smaller step size of 2 m/s. At
around 66 m/s, the aircraft with active flutter suppression becomes unstable,
which confirms the predicted increase in allowable aircraft velocity of around
15 %.
In Figure 5.18, the corresponding simulation results are depicted, where flutter
suppression is inactive in the two plots on the left (a,b) and active in the two
plots on the right (c,d). The unstable regime can be clearly recognized by the
drastic drop of the indicated airspeed depicted in (b,d) and the exponential
increase of the vertical wing tip acceleration depicted in (b,d). This is also
highlighted by coloring the corresponding signals as ( ) and ( ) in the
stable and unstable regime, respectively. Note that in reality, the aircraft would
have been lost as soon as it enters the unstable region, but the encountered
highly nonlinear behavior is not captured by the given model.
Predefined Flight Test Pattern
Next, the aircraft is simulated on the predefined flight test pattern depicted in
Figure 5.19a. For the description of the pattern it is assumed, without loss of
generality, that the north direction is equal to the y-axis of the defined coor-
dinate system. The flight simulation starts at ( ) towards the main reference
point ( ), after which a 180◦ turn is performed and the actual flutter test is
started. The segment between the start and reference point is denoted as the
inbound leg, which is dedicated for tracking the reference point in order to en-
sure a uniform start of the outbound turn. After the outbound turn the aircraft
reaches the outbound leg, on which aircraft velocity is increased to test the
flutter suppression controller. On the last part of the outbound leg the aircraft
is decelerated to avoid flying turns above open-loop flutter speed. Overall, this
results in four main segments, for which the reference signals need to be pro-
vided. To generate the reference signals, a state-machine with sub-tasks, which
are selected based on switching criteria, is implemented [96, 114]. This state-
machine together with the baseline and flutter controller allow navigating the
aircraft around the test pattern fully autonomously.
In Figure 5.19, the relevant flight parameters of the 200 s long test flight
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Figure 5.18: Nonlinear simulation results for acceleration test scenario with flut-
ter suppression inactive in (a,b) and active in (c,d). Indicated air-
speed is depicted in (a,c) and vertical acceleration at the left wing
tip is depicted in (b,d). The reference values are shown as dashed
lines ( ) and the actual values in stable and unstable regime are
represented as ( ) and ( ), respectively.
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along the described pattern are depicted. The chosen flight time corresponds
to approximately two laps on the test pattern shown in Figure 5.19a. On the
outbound leg of each lap, the aircraft is brought into the open-loop flutter
regime. The indicated airspeed ( ) is depicted in Figure 5.19c together with
its reference command ( ). The pattern is flown with a nominal speed of
38 m/s. On the outbound leg the speed is increased to 54 m/s in the first lap
and 58 m/s in the second lap. The altitude is maintained by the baseline flight
controller at 348 m as shown in Figure 5.19b. The visible spikes at about 65 s
and 160 s in altitude and airspeed are due to vertical wind gusts simulated on
the outbound leg to validate the robustness of the overall control system against
disturbances. The impact of the applied gust, generated by a Dryden filter [61], is
further visible in Figure 5.19d, where the vertical acceleration at the left wing tip
is depicted. While the aircraft is successfully stabilized by the flutter suppression
controller, the baseline controller adequately tracks the demanded values in the
relevant flight parameters. The control surface deflections commanded by the
individual controllers are well within limits, where it is noted that each controller
uses separate control surfaces to avoid actuator saturation. Additionally, it is
confirmed that the flight control system and the flutter suppression controller






































































Figure 5.19: Simulated aircraft position during two laps on the test track in
(a), where the start ( ) and reference ( ) point are marked. The
reference ( ) and actual ( ) values of the altitude and indi-
cated airspeed are depicted in (b) and (c), respectively. In (d), the
vertical accelerations at the left wing tip are depicted.
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do not interfere with each other since they are operating in clearly separated
frequency ranges. For active flutter suppression, the outermost ailerons are used,
where the corresponding deflections are shown in Figure 5.20a and 5.20b for the
two flutter test phases. In the first flutter test phase between 62 s and 71 s, the
aircraft is accelerated up to 54 m/s and in the second phase between 164 s and
173 s, the aircraft reaches a velocity of around 58 m/s. It can be seen that the
left and right ailerons are deflected equally in both phases, which indicates that
the symmetric flutter mode is the predominant unstable mode in the considered
velocity range.















































Figure 5.20: Deflections of the left ( ) and right ( ) outermost aileron,
which are commanded by the flutter suppression controller on the
outbound test lag in the first (a) and second (b) lap.
5.2.4 Conclusions
The presented flutter suppression system aims at increasing the operational ve-
locity range of the FLEXOP demonstrator aircraft by stabilizing the critical
flutter modes. To that end, the critical flutter modes are isolated using the
proposed H2-optimal blending approach and individually stabilized by separate
SISO controllers. The gains of the dedicated SISO controllers are scheduled
with airspeed and systematically tuned in a model-based optimization setup
using robust control techniques. To validate the derived flutter suppression con-
troller, high-fidelity nonlinear simulations are carried out for different test sce-
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narios. The promising results show that it is possible to extend the aircraft’s
operational speed range by around 15 % using the developed control system.
Thereby, the applicability of the proposed H2-optimal blending approach to
parameter-varying unstable systems is successfully demonstrated. Furthermore,
a high degree of confidence is gained that the developed system will also work
satisfactorily during the real flight tests.
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5.3 Control of a Highly Flexible Wing in a Wind Tunnel
This section focuses on the design and experimental validation of a GLA system
for the highly flexible wing depicted in Figure 5.21. The experimental wing is
designed within the DLR project KonTeKst (Configurations and Technologies
for Short Range Aircraft) [86] and serves as a technology demonstrator for active
GLA. To that end, the wing is equipped with, among others, three trailing
edge flaps, eight vertical acceleration sensors and a piezo balance measuring the
structural loads in the wing root. For controller validation, the wing is mounted
in a closed circuit wind tunnel with a maximum flow velocity of 65 m/s and
excited with gusts simulated by a pitching motion of the wing. The overall
experimental setup including the positions of the flaps and sensors is depicted
in Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.21: Flexible wing mounted in the wind tunnel.
The GLA controller is designed using the H2-optimal blending approach from
Section 3.2. For this purpose, an aeroelastic model of the experimental wing,
which features a span of 1.6 m and a chord length of 0.25 m, is derived as de-
scribed in Section 5.3.1. To also consider actuator faults and flap deflection
constraints, the GLA controller further includes the control allocation proposed
in Section 3.5. The developed GLA system is extensively tested in wind tun-
nel experiments considering different excitations, airspeeds and fault scenarios.
The promising results are discussed in Section 5.3.3 and pave the way to proceed
with research activities on real aircraft.
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gust excitation
wind
Figure 5.22: Experimental setup of the flexible wing mounted in the wind tun-
nel. The locations of the quarter chord line ( ), the three trailing
edge flaps ( ), the vertical acceleration sensors ( ) and the piezo
balance measuring the structural loads ( ) are marked.
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5.3.1 Wing Modeling
Structural Dynamics Model
The wing structure consists of highly flexible glass fiber skins and a foam core. To
model the corresponding structural dynamics, an FE model with 35 structural
nodes is generated. See [30, 31] for more details. As depicted in Figure 5.23,
the nodes are placed along the quarter-chord line of the wing and the hinge
lines of the flaps. In order to obtain a model of high accuracy, the masses of the
individual components like actuators or sensors are separately determined and
added as point masses to the FE model. See Table 5.6 for a summary of the




Figure 5.23: Discretized wing model with aerodynamic boxes (black) and struc-
tural nodes (red).
Table 5.6: Masses of individual components.
component mass (g)
sensors (incl. cables) 167
actuators (incl. cables) 260
flaps (incl. mounting) 300
wing (incl. mounting) 2840
total wing mass 3567
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fully assembled wing to determine the natural frequency, the relative damping
and the shape of the wing’s flexible modes. To that end, the wing is excited at
different locations with a modal hammer. On the resulting response, captured
by specifically mounted acceleration sensors, a modal analysis is carried out
according to [50]. The first four identified flexible modes are listed in Table 5.7,
where it is noted that these modes are considered as structural modes and not
aeroelastic modes since the speed of the surrounding airflow is zero. Based on
Table 5.7: Identified flexible modes.
mode name frequency (Hz) damping (%)
1st bending 7.96 0.4
1st in-plane 29.10 0.5
2nd bending 42.20 0.7
1st torsion 82.70 1.9
that, theoretical and experimental modal results are matched by optimizing
uncertain parameters like the fiber angles of the skin or the density of the foam
core in the FE model. See [30, 31] for more details. Eventually, a modal analysis
is carried out on the optimized FE model and the eight flexible modes with
the lowest natural frequency are selected for aeroelastic modeling. Considering
the rigid-body motion, only the pitching DOF around the quarter-chord line
is modeled since the wing is rigidly mounted on the pitch excitation system
described in Section 5.3.1. Eventually, an updated structural dynamics model
is obtained which includes the first eight flexible modes and a single rigid-body
mode.
Aerodynamics Model
The highly flexible wing is 1.6 m long and features a symmetric NACA 0015
profile with a chord length of 0.25 m. The corresponding aerodynamics model is
derived according to Section 4.2 and consists of 1250 aerodynamic panels, which
are depicted in Figure 5.23. For a better modeling accuracy, the panel size is
reduced for the trailing edge flaps, where each flap has a size of 30 cm (span-
wise) by 5 cm (chord-wise). The unsteady aerodynamics model is realized in
state space using Roger’s approximation, where the resulting model is reduced
to an order of 20 applying balanced truncation [161].
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Sensors and Actuators
For active control, eight vertical acceleration sensors are installed inside the
flexible wing. The sensor positions are close to the flap positions as depicted
in Figure 5.22. Additionally, the performance of the GLA control system is
validated by measuring the open- and closed-loop structural loads in the wing
root using a piezo balance. The sensor equations for both the acceleration and
loads measurements are derived in Section 4.3 and included in the aeroelastic
model.
The unfiltered acceleration signals are processed by the feedback control sys-
tem running at a sampling time of 1 kHz yielding control commands which are
sent to the flap servos by means of pulse width modulation (PWM). The transfer
function from the commanded to the actual flap deflection angle is experimen-
tally identified and approximated as Gflap(s) = 90/(s+90)Gpadé(s) for all three
flaps. The time delay of the actuators is 8 ms and approximated according to
Padé as Gpadé(s) = (250 − s)/(250 + s). Note that the 8 ms time delay also
includes a 1 ms process time of the controller. Furthermore, the backlash of the
inner, mid and outer flap is identified as 1.5◦, 0.4◦ and 1.2◦, respectively. Note
that backlash is not considered in the linear model used for controller design,
however, it has a great impact on controller performance as discussed in Sec-
tions 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. For a more detailed description of the actuation system
and also its nonlinear characteristics, see [151].
Gust Excitation
In order to excite the experimental flexible wing, vertical gusts are simulated by
a forced pitching motion around the wing’s quarter-chord line. In the frequency
range of interest, this kind of excitation is comparable to an external gust gen-
erator due to the high torsional stiffness of the wing. Pitching the wing adds
an additional angle of attack, similar to vertical gusts during flight. To induce
the desired pitching motion, the wing is mounted on a pitch excitation system
at its root. The pitch excitation system includes a separate control unit which
allows tracking a desired pitch angle θcmd by generating the required pitching
moment. In the integrated aeroelastic model derived in Section 4.4, this pitch-
ing moment is described by the external forces pother = Gpitch(s) θcmd acting
on the wing. Therein, the pitch excitation system Gpitch(s) is modeled as a
second-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a roll-off frequency of 200 rad/s.
Model Integration
Eventually, the models of the structural dynamics, aerodynamics, actuators,
sensors and gust excitation system are combined as depicted in Figure 4.2 in
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Section 4.4. The resulting integrated aeroelastic model has 46 states and de-
pends on the surrounding airspeed. For more details on the modeling of the
experimental wing see [30, 31, 127].
5.3.2 Gust Load Alleviation Controller Design
To reduce the structural loads of the flexible wing during gust encounters, a GLA
controller is designed consisting of two modules: a linear baseline control law
and a control allocation module. The baseline control law aims at reducing the
WRBM by damping the wing using theH2-optimal blending approach described
in Section 3.2. For control allocation, the approach described in Section 3.5 is
used which allows handling actuator constraints like saturation and faults. The
design of both the baseline controller and the control allocation is discussed as
follows.
Baseline Controller Design
In order to apply the H2-optimal blending approach from Section 3.2 for GLA
controller design, the loads dominating aeroelastic modes need to be identified
first. To that end, the airspeed of the aeroelastic model derived in Section 5.3.1
is fixed at different values and a modal decomposition is carried out on the
resulting LTI systems. Thereby, it becomes clear that the lightly damped first
and second wing bending modes dominate the WRBM. This can also be seen
in Figure 5.24a, where the two peaks around 8 and 46 Hz are associated to the















































Figure 5.24: Selected frequency responses at different airspeeds:
(a) from pitch angle (deg) to WRBM (Nm)
(b) from blended inputs (deg) to blended outputs (m/s2).
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mode, however, is marginally excited during gust encounters due to its high
natural frequency and the low-pass characteristic of gusts. Thus, the objective
for blending-based GLA controller design is to increase the damping of the first
wing bending mode.
For the blending vector design, the three flap deflection commands are con-
sidered as control inputs, and all eight vertical acceleration sensor signals are
considered as measurement outputs. Since the shape of the first wing bending
mode varies only slightly within the considered airspeed range, the correspond-
ing input and output blending vectors ku ∈ R3 and ky ∈ R8 are computed at a
single airspeed vtas = 40 m/s and held constant for all airspeeds. Applying the
computed blending vectors isolates the first wing bending mode as depicted in
Figure 5.24b and enables the design of a SISO controller to increase its damp-
ing. As SISO controller, a gain-scheduled proportional-integral (PI) controller
is chosen which is augmented with the band-pass filter Wbp. The band-pass fil-
ter restricts controller activity to the frequency range of the first wing bending
mode and suppresses noise at high frequencies. The proportional and integral
gains kp(vtas(t)) and ki(vtas(t)) are scheduled with true airspeed vtas(t), where
both gains are manually tuned at vtas = 20, 30, 40 m/s and linearly interpo-
lated in between. The controller is tuned in such a way that the damping of
the first wing bending mode is maximized considering flap deflection limits and
robustness requirements. The maximum flap deflections are given as ±10◦ and
are evaluated in terms of closed-loop simulations carried out for the worst-case
harmonic pitch excitation causing ±10 cm wing tip deflection. The robustness
of the control loop is evaluated in terms of the symmetric disk margin [18],
which is computed at each of the multiple inputs and multiple outputs (loop-
at-a-time). As a minimum requirement, a 45◦ phase margin is demanded, which
is equivalent to a 7.7 dB gain margin. Eventually, the baseline GLA controller













where y(t) collects the eight vertical acceleration measurements. Furthermore,
it is noted that the true airspeed vtas(t) is separately measured by a pitot tube
mounted in the windtunnel.
The achieved damping of the first wing bending mode for fixed airspeeds is
depicted in Figure 5.25. It can be seen that the relative damping is increased
by a factor of more than five at higher airspeeds while it is not even tripled
at lower airspeeds. This is due to the fact that flap efficiency increases with
increasing airspeed. Furthermore, it is noted that the poles of the remaining
aeroelastic modes are hardly affected when closing the loop. This is a result of
the band-pass behavior of the SISO controller and the isolation of the first wing
bending mode via input and output blending.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of the open-loop (OL) and closed-loop (CL) poles of
the first wing bending mode at different airspeeds.
Control Allocation
In the case of actuator saturation or faults, the performance of the derived
baseline controller is generally decreased. Since the considered flexible wing is
actually over-actuated, this performance loss can be avoided or at least reduced
by means of control allocation [115]. Implementing the control allocation pro-
posed in Section 3.5, the actual control inputs u are computed from the virtual
control input vu such that nominal controller performance is maintained as good
as possible in presence of actuator constraints. The corresponding optimization
problem is given in Equation (3.112), where p = 2 is chosen here. This means
that the objective is to minimize the 2-norm of the slack variable τ and re-
distribution vector ∆u, which are weighted by Wτ = 2 × 109 and Wu = I,
respectively. In doing so, it is enforced that control input redistribution is pre-
ferred over controller performance degradation. Furthermore, it is noted that
no mode decoupling constraints are considered during baseline controller design
and thus also control allocation, i.e., Ru,j = 0 with j = 1. To solve the optimiza-
tion problem (3.112), which is a convex quadratic program when reformulated
according to Equation (3.115), numerous computationally efficient methods are
readily available. Herein, a derivative of the KWIK algorithm described in [143]
is used, where the lower and upper actuator limits umin and umax can be up-
dated in real-time. This allows, e.g., to consider a faulty actuator by setting
both of its limits to zero.
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5.3.3 Experimental Validation
The aeroelastic model derived in Section 5.3.1 and the GLA control system
derived in Section 5.3.2 are validated at the Crosswind Simulation Facility of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Göttingen. The maximum flow velocity
of the closed-circuit wind tunnel is 65 m/s and the dimension of the test section
is 2.4 m (width) by 1.6 m (height). The flexible wing mounted in the wind tunnel
is depicted in Figure 5.21. At the wing root, the wing is attached to the pitch
excitation system, which is installed outside of the wind tunnel such that only
the wing is exposed to the airflow. Just as the control system, which runs on a
Jäger ADwin Gold real-time system at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The validation
of the aeroelastic model and the baseline controller without and with control
allocation is performed at different airspeeds, where the results are discussed as
follows.
Aeroelastic Model Validation
In order to validate the aeroelastic model derived in Section 5.3.1, sweep ex-
citations are performed at 20, 30 and 40 m/s true airspeed. In this way, the
transfer functions from the pitch angle and the individual flap deflection angles
to the vertical accelerations and loads measurements are identified. The exper-
imental results correspond well to the simulation results as seen in Figure 5.26.
As expected, the same excitations yield larger accelerations and loads at higher
airspeeds due to the increased dynamic pressure. To ensure that structural load
limits are not exceeded, flap and pitch deflections are limited depending on
the current airspeed. Furthermore, the aeroelastic modes of interest are directly
identified during the experiments by means of the real-time capable output-only
modal analysis described in [70] and [71]. For the first wing bending mode, the
natural frequency remains almost constant while its damping increases with
airspeed. This also corresponds well to the theoretical results as compared in
Table 5.8.
Baseline Controller Validation
The performance of the baseline controller, i.e., the GLA system without con-
trol allocation, is evaluated by performing open- and closed-loop experiments
for different gust excitations. The gust excitations are simulated by pitching the
wing and include both discrete and stochastic gusts. Additionally, sweep excita-
tions are carried out. Each pitch excitation is performed with and without the
GLA controller at 20, 30 and 40 m/s true airspeed, where the resulting WRBMs
are compared for controller performance evaluation.
For discrete gusts, the “1-cos” gust model from [61] is considered, which is
also used in Section 5.1.3 where a more detailed description is given. To identify
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From: Blended Inputs (deg)
Figure 5.26: Comparison of aeroelastic simulation model (solid) and experi-
mentally identified model (dashed) for 20 m/s ( , ), 30 m/s
( , ) and 40 m/s ( , ) true airspeed.
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the critical “1-cos” gust, first the gust length H is determined which causes the
largest WRBM for a moderate design speed. As expected, gust lengths yielding
gusts in the frequency range of the first wing bending mode cause the largest
WRBM. Then, the design speed vds is adjusted such that the WRBM does
not exceed 100 N m. In Figure 5.27, the input and output data for the critical
“1-cos” gust excitation at 40 m/s true airspeed is shown. The pitch excitation
signal for both experiments open- and closed-loop is depicted in Figure 5.27a
together with the closed-loop flap deflection commands. Comparing the inner,
mid, and outerflap deflections, it can be seen that the ratio between them re-
mains constant as a result of input blending. Thereby, the outer flap is deflected
the most and the inner flap the least, which reflects the shape of the first wing
bending mode. The resulting reduction of the WRBM is visible in Figure 5.27b,
where the open- and closed-loop measurements are compared. Clearly, both the
peak and the settling time of the WRBM are reduced when closing the loop
confirming the load reduction capabilities of the baseline controller. Note that
the WRBM measurement is only used for controller performance analysis and
is not used in the feedback channels of the controller. Thereby it provides an
independent variable to validate the performance of the developed algorithms.
In Figure 5.27c and 5.27d, the measured data is further analyzed using fast
Fourier transformations (FFTs). Figure 5.27c illustrates that the “1-cos” pitch
signal excites the system up to a frequency of about 15 Hz, where the main
energy is concentrated in the lower frequency range. In Figure 5.27d, the peak
in the open-loop response lies at around 8 Hz, which is caused by the lightly
damped first wing bending mode. The baseline controller, designed to increase
the damping of this mode, flattens the peak and greatly reduces the output
energy around its natural frequency, which is marked with a dotted line.
To simulate stochastic gusts and test a broader frequency range, noise is
commanded to the pitch motor. The noise is generated with a variance of 0.7 deg
within a frequency range of 3 Hz and 20 Hz. A short section of the 300 s long
excitation signal in time domain is depicted in Figure 5.28a. In Figure 5.28c,
the FFT of the 300 s long input signal is depicted. Note that the signal has
been smoothed for better readability. Clearly, the main energy of the input
signal is concentrated in the lower frequency range between 3 Hz and 10 Hz. The
reduction of the WRBM peaks by the controller are well visible by comparing
the open-loop and closed-loop time signals in Figure 5.28b. FFTs of these two
signals further reveal that energy around 8 Hz is clearly reduced in the closed-
loop compared to the open-loop, see Figure 5.28d. Similarly to the “1-cos”
excitation, the main energy in the output signal is concentrated around 8 Hz in
the open-loop although this is not the case for the input signal. This is due to
the lightly damped first bending mode at 8 Hz. Increasing its damping with the
baseline controller leads to the desired reduction of energy in the output signal.
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Figure 5.27: Input and output data for the critical “1-cos” pitch excitation at
40 m/s in the time domain in (a,b) and in the frequency domain
in (c,d). In (a,c), the pitch excitation signal ( ) is depicted. In
(b,d), the open-loop ( ) and closed-loop ( ) wing root bending
moment (WRBM) is compared. Additionally, the closed-loop inner
( ), mid ( ), and outer ( ) flap deflection commands are
shown in (a).
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Finally, closed-loop sweep excitations are performed with the pitch motor
at different airspeeds. The identified transfer functions are compared with the
open-loop results from model validation in Figure 5.29. The WRBM reduction
resulting from actively damping the first wing bending mode is clearly visible
at all airspeeds. Furthermore, the actual increase in modal damping is iden-
tified online and verified offline, where the corresponding values are given in
Table 5.8. Compared to the simulation results, the achieved damping of the
first wing bending mode is considerably smaller than expected, independent of
the airspeed. The main reason for this lies in the large backlash of the flap
actuation system, which is also discussed in the next subsection.































































Figure 5.28: Snippet of input and output data for noise excitation at 40 m/s true
airspeed in time domain in (a,b) and frequency domain in (c,d). In
(a,c) the pitch motor noise excitation ( ) is depicted, while in
(b,d) the open-loop ( ) and closed-loop ( ) wing root bending
moment (WRBM) is compared.
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Figure 5.29: Identified open-loop (solid lines) and closed-loop (dashed lines)
frequency response from pitch angle (deg) to wing root bending
moment (Nm) at 20 m/s ( , ), 30 m/s ( , ) and 40 m/s
( , ) true airspeed .
Table 5.8: Natural frequency and relative damping of the first bending mode in
simulation (SIM) and experiment (EXP) for open- and closed-loop.
natural frequency (Hz) relative damping (%)
open-loop closed-loop open-loop closed-loop
true airspeed (m/s) SIM / EXP SIM / EXP SIM / EXP SIM / EXP
20 7.9 / 8.1 7.9 / 8.2 6.6 / 4.9 18.1 / 11.0
30 8.2 / 8.0 8.2 / 7.8 8.9 / 8.4 26.2 / 21.1
40 8.6 / 8.0 9.0 / 8.1 10.4 / 11.0 53.8 / 34.4
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Control Allocation Validation
Eventually, the augmented baseline controller with control allocation is vali-
dated at 20, 30 and 40 m/s true airspeed. For the different airspeeds, similar
results are obtained and hence, only the ones at 40 m/s are discussed herein.
In a first step, closed-loop experiments are carried out for an 8 Hz sinusoidal
pitch excitation of 1◦ amplitude where flap deflection commands are artificially
restricted to ±1.5◦. To evaluate the effect of the control allocation, the exper-
iments are performed twice, with and without control allocation, where each
experiment is carried out for 60 s. Also taking into account the nominal closed-
loop without any command limitations and only the baseline controller, three
different controller configurations are tested in total, which are summarized in
Table 5.9. For each of the three controller configurations, the resulting inner












( ), mid ( ), and outer ( ) flap deflection commands are depicted in
Figure 5.30a-c, respectively. Considering the nominal closed-loop, the flap de-
flections are not limited and no saturation occurs as depicted in Figure 5.30a.
In comparison to that, control commands are limited to ±1.5◦ in the restricted
controller configuration, which drives the outer and mid flap into saturation as
depicted in Figure 5.30b. Thereby, the commands are generally increased since
wing damping is degraded and higher accelerations are fed back to the flap ac-
tuators, as it is especially visible for the inner flap. Activating control allocation
in the reconfigured case, the saturation of the mid and outer flap is compensated
by a larger deflection of the non-saturated inner flap as shown in Figure 5.30c.
In doing so, however, also the inner flap is driven into saturation. As soon as all
three flap commands are saturated, nominal controller performance cannot be
fully recovered anymore, which is indicated by the slack variable τ depicted in
Figure 5.30d. Recall that the slack variable is considered as a direct measure for
modal controller performance degradation, where τ = 0 means full controller
performance and τ = 1 means that the controller is actually turned off.
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Figure 5.30: Inner ( ), mid ( ), and outer ( ) flap deflection commands
for the nominal (a), restricted (b) and reconfigured (c) controller
configuration. The slack variable ( ) of the reconfigured con-
figuration with active control allocation is depicted in (d). The
experiments are performed at 40 m/s true airspeed with an 8 Hz
sinusoidal pitch excitation of 1◦ amplitude.
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The performance of each controller configuration is validated in terms of the
achieved WRBM reduction, which is computed as
ηf = 1− f(|ywrbm,cl|)
f(|ywrbm,ol|)
, (5.6)
where ywrbm,ol and ywrbm,cl denote the open- and closed-loop WRBM measure-
ments, and the function f = {max, rms} returns the maximum (max) or root-
mean-square (rms) value of the given signal. In Figure 5.31, ηrms and ηmax
are depicted for the three different controller configurations given in Table 5.9.
As expected, limiting flap deflections degrades nominal controller performance,
where both ηrms and ηmax show similar tendencies. Activating control allocation
in the reconfigured controller configuration notably increases controller perfor-
mance. However, nominal controller performance cannot be fully recovered since






















Figure 5.31: Controller performance ηrms and ηmax for the nominal ( ), re-
stricted ( ), and reconfigured ( ) controller configuration
considering a ±1.5◦ command limitation for the latter two config-
urations. The experiments are performed at 40 m/s true airspeed
with an 8 Hz sinusoidal pitch excitation of 1◦ amplitude.
In a second step, the capability of the control allocation to compensate actu-
ator faults is investigated. To that end, a faulty outer flap actuator is simulated
by freezing it at 0◦. To deal with the faulty actuator, its lower and upper de-
flection limits are set to zero in the control allocation. As a consequence, it
is enforced that the virtual control command is distributed to the non-faulty
actuators while zero is commanded to the faulty one. For a comparative perfor-
mance assessment, closed-loop experiments are carried out for each of the three
controller configurations given in Table 5.9. But instead of limiting all flap de-
flections to ±1.5◦ in the restricted and reconfigured controller configuration,
only the outer flap is limited here by freezing it at 0◦. As gust excitations, the
“1-cos” and noise excitation from baseline controller evaluation are taken into
account besides the sinusoidal excitation from the previous experiments. The
resulting WRBM reduction is again evaluated in terms of ηrms and ηmax, which
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are computed according to Equation (5.6) and compared in Figure 5.32. As ex-
pected, controller performance is clearly reduced in the restricted case, where
the outer flap is not working, compared to the nominal case, where all three
flaps are operating regularly. Activating control allocation, nominal controller
performance is recovered in the reconfigured case by compensating the faulty
outer flap with larger deflections of the two remaining flaps. Taking a closer look
on Figure 5.32, however, it can be recognized that the WRBM reduction in the
reconfigured case, with only two flaps in operation, is slightly higher than the
one resulting from the nominal case, with all three flaps working. After some
closer investigation, this curious result is traced back to the large backlash of
the inner flap, which is around 1.5◦. Nonlinear simulations reveal that in the
nominal case without any actuator fault, the inner flap is actually not, or only
marginally deflected since the commanded deflections are mostly within free
play. Obviously, this reduces nominal controller performance. In contrast, the
reconfigured controller configuration commands larger deflections to the inner
flap yielding a smaller performance loss due to the increased operation outside
























Figure 5.32: Controller performance ηrms and ηmax for the nominal ( ), re-
stricted ( ), and reconfigured ( ) controller configuration
considering a faulty outer flap for the latter two configurations.
The experiments are performed at 40 m/s true airspeed with sine,
noise and “1-cos” pitch excitations.
In a final step, an entire fault scenario is tested where the outermost flap
actuator is frozen at 2◦ not from the beginning on but in the middle of the
experiment. As excitation, a sinusoidal pitching motion of 8 Hz frequency and 1◦
amplitude is chosen. The resulting control and measurement signals are depicted
in Figure 5.33 and can be divided into four main segments. The test is started
in open-loop, i.e., only the excitation signal at the pitch motor is present and
excites the wing while the GLA controller is switched off. After around 2 s the
GLA controller is switched on. Figure 5.33a shows the deflections commanded
to the inner ( ), mid ( ), and outer ( ) flap counteracting the wing
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Figure 5.33: Input and output data of the fault-tolerant control experiment with
an outer flap actuator fault during sinusoidal pitch excitation. The
commands for the inner ( ), mid ( ), and outer ( ) flap
are depicted in (a), where ( ) denotes that the outer flap com-
mand is not realized due to the simulated actuator fault. In (b), the
measured wing root bending moment is depicted with open- and
closed-loop operation indicated by ( ) and ( ), respectively.
oscillations. In Figure 5.33b, the measured WRBM is depicted. As soon as the
baseline controller is activated, the WRBM is reduced by almost 60 %. At around
4 s the outer flap actuator is frozen at 2◦. As the fault is present but the controller
has not been reconfigured, commands to the outer flap are still present but
not realized in the third part of the experiment, which is indicated by the
dashed line ( ). Due to the frozen actuator position, the WRBM increases
as seen in Figure 5.33b. Compared to the open-loop case, however, the WRBM
is still reduced since the mid and inner flaps are still in operation. After a fault
detection time of a bit more than 1 s, which is reasonable as evaluated in [115],
the GLA controller is reconfigured and control allocation is activated at around
5 s. From thereon, the demanded control effort is distributed to the two inner
flaps while the command to the faulty actuator is set to zero. Clearly visible
in Figure 5.33a are the increased deflections commanded to the inner ( )
and mid ( ) flap in the fourth segment. Thereby, controller performance in
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terms of WRBM reduction is not only recovered but actually outperformed as
it can be seen in Figure 5.33b. The reason for this continues to be the large
backlash of the inner flap as confirmed by nonlinear simulations. Furthermore,
the peaks in the inner flap command are a compensation of the saturation of
the mid flap command, which is limited to ±4◦ in the control allocation. This
shows that the control allocation allows handling both deflection limitations
and actuator faults at the same time. Within this final experiment, also the
transition behavior of the GLA controller is investigated. As desired and visible
in Figure 5.33, the transitions between the different controller configurations
are smooth and bumpless during the entire experiment. Based on the discussed
results, the designed GLA system is successfully validated, demonstrating that
the proposed combination of H2-optimal blending and control allocation is well
suited for modal damping under actuator constraints.
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This thesis develops modal control approaches for mitigating adverse aeroelastic
effects, i.e., undesired couplings of structural dynamics and aerodynamics, which
often arise in highly fuel-efficient aircraft designs. The challenge thereby is the
high complexity of the given control problem resulting from high-order plant
models and a continuously increasing number of effectors and sensors. To reduce
the complexity of the control problem, a “divide and conquer” strategy is applied
in this thesis. More precisely, it is proposed to divide controller design into a
blending vector design for generating dedicated virtual inputs and outputs, and
a subsequent single-input single-output (SISO) controller design. In this way,
controller design and tuning is greatly facilitated, where the focus of this thesis
is put on developing corresponding blending vector design methods.
In general, blending the inputs and outputs of a system does not affect its poles
but rather changes the overall system gain and generates additional zeros. Hence,
the gripping question is where to place the additional zeros in order to achieve
desired closed-loop specifications with minimum feedback gains. To this end, two
different blending approaches are developed in this thesis, initially considering
only a single dynamic mode to be controlled. The first blending method opti-
mally places an additional zero such that the controllability and observability of
the blended mode is maximized in terms of the H2 norm. This approach is then
extended in the second blending method, which further enforces a specified root
locus enabling a desired pole shift by static gain feedback. Both blending ap-
proaches aim at keeping the gains of the subsequently designed SISO controllers
small in order to reduce control action and increase robustness. Thereby, the
second blending method assumes the SISO controllers to be static whereas the
first blending method allows for advanced SISO controllers including, e.g., high
order filters or scheduled gains.
In both blending methods, the respective blending vector design problem is
formulated as an unconstrained optimization problem of a single variable. This
means that controller synthesis becomes independent of the number of actual
inputs and outputs, making it extremely well suited for over-actuated and over-
sensed systems. Furthermore, it is highlighted that a pair of input and output
blending vectors is computed jointly and not separately or iteratively as it is
the case in many other blending approaches as reviewed in Chapter 2. Sep-
arately blending inputs and outputs generally leads to a simplified blending
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vector design problem but often results in suboptimal overall solutions, which
is demonstrated by means of a numerical example in Section 3.2.6. Moreover,
the algorithm proposed for deriving H2-optimal blending vectors is based on a
specially developed formula for computing the H2 norm of first- and second-
order linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. This formula is considered as one of
the major contributions of this thesis and may serve as a basis for developing
further analysis and synthesis methods. Note that the H2-optimal blending ap-
proach is not to be confused with H2-optimal control approaches such as the
linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) which requires solving a Riccati equation.
In order to ensure that residual modes are not affected, it is further pro-
posed to make them uncontrollable or unobservable in the generated virtual
inputs and outputs. This is achieved by considering additional orthogonality
constraints during blending vector design, which yield zeros at the pole loca-
tions of the residual modes. Note that this is not to be confused with standard
pole-zero cancellations where the corresponding zeros are introduced by deriva-
tive terms in the controller, which should generally be avoided due to robustness
reasons. The proposed mode decoupling approach can be seen as a useful alter-
native to well-established dynamic filtering techniques, which generally require
a sufficient frequency separation of the considered modes. To further consider
actuator constraints such as saturation or faults, it is proposed to augment the
developed control laws with a real-time control allocation. The control allo-
cation distributes the virtual control inputs to the actual control inputs such
that actuator constraints are not violated and nominal controller performance
is maintained as effectively as possible.
The developed blending approaches are applied to three aeroelastic systems,
where each one implicates a different problem formulation and different design
challenges. This demonstrates the versatility and sophistication of the proposed
blending approaches. In the first application, the first two wing bending modes of
a large transport aircraft are actively damped in order to reduce structural loads
during gust encounters. Thereby, it is important that residual system dynamics
such as rigid-body motions are not affected. This is achieved by mode decou-
pling constraints considered during blending vector design, where both blending
methods are compared under the same conditions. Additionally, systematic pro-
cedures are given for the design and tuning of the respective SISO controllers, in-
corporating robustness requirements and actuator limitations. Both controllers
are thoroughly evaluated by means of standardized gust simulations and show
a similarly good performance of more than 15 % bending moment reduction at
the wing root.
In the second application two unstable modes of a highly flexible flutter
demonstrator unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) are successfully stabilized, in-
creasing its operational velocity range by around 15 %. The so-called flutter
suppression controller is designed using a generalized version of the H2-optimal
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blending approach demonstrating its applicability to unstable systems for which
the H2 norm is not defined. The effectiveness of the flutter suppression con-
troller is thoroughly evaluated in nonlinear simulations including the primary
flight control law and realistic gust excitations.
In the third application a gust load alleviation system for a highly flexible
wing is designed and successfully validated in extensive wind tunnel tests. The
designed gust load alleviation system applies the real-time control allocation
in combination with the H2-optimal blending approach and demonstrates its
effectiveness under actuator constraints and faults. To that end, the structural
loads are measured at the wing root and compared with and without the gust
load alleviation system for different gust excitations and actuator constraints.
Surprisingly, in the test scenario with a faulty outer flap, nominal controller per-
formance is not only maintained but even exceeded. This curious result is traced
back to the large backlash of the inner two flaps, which mostly operate within
backlash in the nominal case whereas in the failure case, the adverse backlash
effect is reduced due to higher deflection commands. This calls for advanced
control methods allowing for directly considering backlash, an undesired effect
that often occurs in mechanical systems.
In the latter two applications – the flutter demonstrator and the wing in the
wind tunnel – the respective SISO controllers are gain-scheduled in order to
increase controller performance. In addition to this, it is expected that schedul-
ing not only the SISO controllers but also the blending vectors enables further
performance improvements. This is considered as crucial when the shape of the
targeted mode changes considerably over time. Hence, future research direc-
tions should include an extension of the presented blending methods to allow
for a systematic scheduling of the blending vectors. One possibility for this is
to formulate LTI blending vector design problems in terms of linear matrix in-
equalities (LMIs), which can then be easily extended for multiple or parameter-
varying models. Corresponding attempts have been published recently, e.g., in
[9, 10].
Another subject that should be further investigated is robustness against
modeling uncertainties. In the developed control approaches, uncertainties may
only be considered during SISO controller design when blending inputs and
outputs in the proposed H2-optimal way. To incorporate modeling uncertainties
already during blending vector design, methods based on the well established
structured singular value µ [117] are generally promising.
A different approach for improving the robustness and performance of a
blending-based control law is to combine it with online system identification
methods. This allows for an adaption of the control law to varying or unknown
system dynamics in real-time. Thereby, an undesired controller behavior may




One way of doing that is to enforce the blending vectors to be orthogonal
on the input or output space of identified residual modes, which allows for an
efficient mode decoupling as described in Section 3.4.2. However, fully decou-
pling the targeted mode in this way requires a sufficient number of inputs and
outputs and usually leads to controllers of increased gains. Alternatively, mode
decoupling can also be achieved by dynamic filtering, which generally requires a
sufficient frequency separation of the considered modes. This comparison reveals
that it remains to be investigated how to decouple targeted modes in an efficient
and systematic way such that the gains of the overall feedback controller are
minimized.
Besides these specific suggestions for generally improving blending-based con-
trol laws, the proposed blending methodologies may also be used to select an
optimal subset of actuators and sensors for controlling one or multiple modes.
Naturally, large elements in an input or output blending vector indicate a good
controllability or observability of the mode they are designed for. Note that in
this regard, H2-optimal blending vectors allow for a rather general statement
whereas blending vectors computed for pole placement consider a static gain
feedback and require to specify the desired root locus beforehand.
The above suggestions show, on the one hand, a number of frontiers yet to be
addressed for transferring the developed methodologies into modern-day design
practice. On the other hand, the great potential of blending-based control is
revealed, opening up new possibilities to solve challenging control problems.
This is enabled by interpreting multivariable control laws as a combination of
blending vectors, i.e., directions, and SISO controllers, i.e., gain and phase ad-
justments. In this way, the rather complex process of multivariable controller
design and tuning becomes clearer and easier to understand, which is crucial for
an application on an industrial level. The promising results from advanced simu-
lations and wind tunnel tests greatly motivate further research activities, where
one of the next steps will be an in-flight validation of the flutter suppression
controller developed in this thesis.
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A.1 Linear Independent Inputs and Outputs
In order to generate a minimum number of linearly independent inputs and
outputs of over-actuated and over-sensed systems, the following decomposition
is proposed.
Lemma A.1 (Decomposition of over-actuated or over-sensed LTI systems).
Let the transfer function matrix of a strictly proper LTI system G(s) of order nx
be given and have nu inputs and ny outputs. Then, there exists a decomposition
G(s) = QC G̃(s)Q
T
B , (A.1)
where G̃(s) describes a strictly proper LTI system of order nx with nũ ≤ nx
linearly independent inputs and nỹ ≤ nx linearly independent outputs, and both
QC ∈ Rny×nỹ and QB ∈ Rnu×nũ form an orthonormal basis, respectively.
Proof. Let the transfer function matrix of a strictly proper LTI system be given
as
G(s) = C (sI −A)−1 B,
where A ∈ Rnx×nx , B ∈ Rnx×nu and C ∈ Rny×nx describe a minimal state
space realization of G(s). Then, a thin QR decomposition [49] is carried out on
BT = QBRB ,
C = QCRC ,
which allows writing
G̃(s) = RC (sI −A)−1 RTB ,
where RB ∈ Rnũ×nũ , RC ∈ Rnỹ×nỹ , and both QB ∈ Rnu×nũ and QC ∈ Rny×nỹ
form orthonormal bases, respectively.
Remark A.1. The proof may also be derived using other matrix decompositions
such as a singular value decomposition (SVD).
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A.2 Proportional-Derivative Controller for Mode Damping
In general, modal velocity feedback allows for changing the damping of a mode
without affecting its natural frequency [13, 125]. In case modal velocity is not
directly measured, it can be computed from a given sensor signal by means of
a proportional-derivative filter, assuming that no direct feedthrough is present.
This is shown by the following proposition, where an oscillating mode with a
single input and a single output is considered.
Proposition A.1 (Proportional-Derivative Controller for Mode Damping). Let
the transfer function m(s) = αs+β
s2+2ζωns+ω2n
with α ∈ R and β ∈ R 6=0 be given
and feature a relative damping ζ ∈ R and a natural frequency ωn ∈ R≥0. Then,
the relative damping of m(s) is changed to a value ζcl ∈ R by feeding back the








where γ = 2βωn
ζ−ζcl
(αωn)2−2αβζclωn+β2 .
Proof. The proof is given by substituing the feedback controller λ(s) from Equa-






2ζωnβ − γβ2 − γ(αωn)2






From the denominator in Equation (A.3), two conditions for determining the






2ζωnβ + γβ − γ(αωn)2
β − αβγ . (A.5)
While the first condition reveals that the natural frequency is not changed when
closing the loop, the feedback gain γ required to achieve a desired ζcl can be
directly computed from the second condition.
Remark A.2. For β = 0 and α 6= 0, a relative damping ζcl is achieved by the
closing the loop with the proportional feedback controller λ = 2ωn(ζ − ζcl)/α.
For more details, see Equation (3.69).
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